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(ABSTRACT),

Maintainability must be integrated into software as early in the

l
development life cycle as possible to avoid overwhelming maintenance costs at
later stages. This research describes a methodology which assists in the
development of maintainable systems and does so without disrupting industry
standard development techniques. The process uses software metrics and
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1Chapter 1: Introduction

I. Introduction

Software maintenance is recognized as the single most expensive factor
in a software project's life. Estimates place the cost of maintenance from 50 to
70 percent of the total life cycle cost of a software system [HALD88]. A survey
of software managers indicates that they realize the crucial role which
maintenance plays in their budgets. They also stress the problem that user
demands for enhancements and extensions is often overwhelming. A majority
even agree that software maintenance is more important than new
development [LIEB78].

Given that software development is necessarily guided by budget and
time constraints, the criteria for internal software acceptance is often that it
satisfy the requirements of specific tests. However, correct software
according to the test plan does not guarantee good software in terms of
maintenance or other quality factors [MYEG76]. Recognizing that quality
cannot be assured by testing alone, software should be delivered to a set of
requirements that include criteria other than test sets.

The bottom line is that maintenance is the largest financial drain in a
software system's life cycle, and the creation of software must be approached
from a perspective that minimizes maintenance costs. The control of software
maintenance costs should begin long before the product is delivered to the
customer. Unfortunately, the cost benefits of controlling maintenance at the
development stage is difficult for software management to realize [MUNJ78].

Software maintenance can be defined as any post-release change to
software. Swanson [SWAE76] divides maintenance tasks into three categories
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based on the motivation for the changes required: (l) corrective
maintenance, performed when errors have been found in the software; (2)
adaptive maintenance, performed in response to changing needs of the users;
and (3) perfective maintenance, performed to eliminate inefficiencies,

· enhance performance, or improve maintainability. All three types of
maintenance require that someone, not necessarily a person familiar with the
system, understand and manipulate the code.

Many techniques and criteria to promote maintainability have been
proposed. The primary ones include structured design and implementation,
guidelines on the use of data structures and parameters, information hiding,
and appropriate documentation [LAMD88]. Used correctly, these techniques
make programs easier to understand and modify. Simply put, certain software
engineering concepts help to make source code less complex, and therefore
more maintainable.

As the complexity level of a piece of software increases, the code
becomes difficult to understand and is more likely to contain errors. Code
containing errors must be modified, but that maintenance is non-trivial since
the code is difficult to comprehend. To compound the problem further, it has
been shown that programs cannot be made more maintainable by simply
changing their code. Belady and Lehman establish that maintenance
activities tend to‘ increase the level of complexity of the code, so more
maintenance is likely to be required [BELL76].

This snowball cycle is called the ripple effect of software maintenance
which must be controlled at the earliest possible point in the life cycle
[YAUS88]. Certainly, using software engineering techniques increase the
maintainability of software, but they are difficult to measure and enforce. If
maintainability is to be an expected consequence of software development,
ways to measure it must become an integral part of the development cycle.

g Chapter 1. Introduction 2
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Software quality metrics, when defined and used correctly, have been

shown to be good indicators of software complexity [CONS86]. Metrics are
quantitative evaluations of software design or code based on some set of
criteria which contribute to the software's complexity. If metric analysis
results were required to conform to quality tolerances, the development
process would not be compromised. Software metrics are discussed in greater
detail later.

Maintainability is not an incidental result of other practices. It must be
consciously integrated into a software project. Furthermore, deep-seated
problems of maintainability require non-trivial solutions [MUNJ78]. This
implies that the emphasis on controlling maintenance costs should shift
toward the early stages of the development life cycle, as opposed to the post-
production attention it currently receives.

Linger contends that a major problem with maintenance stems from a
software management attitude which does not recognize software maintenance
as a mature discipline [LINR88]. Software managers must realize that
knowledgeable use of state—of-the-art tools and techniques will cause software
to serve as well as survive.

This research is designed to explore the use of specific implementation
techniques and tools to reduce the effort, and therefore the cost, required by
the maintenance tasks of large-scale software projects.

II. Maintenance and the Software Life Cycle

Overstreet, et al. give an overview of the various software life cycles
presented in current literature [OBRV86]. Software life cycle models describe
the evolution of software systems as they are developed, implemented and
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maintained. I

Probably the most popular life cycle is the waterfall model
characterized by Boehm [BOEB76]. In this model, the various stages of
evolution are defined as a series of steps beginning with system requirements
and proceeding through preliminary and detailed designs, coding and
debugging, testing, and finally operations and maintenance. Each stage is
validated, and as problems are identified, previous steps are repeated as
necessary.

Another model, the automation-based paradigm, incorporates program
transformations from requirements-based prototypes into fully operational
systems using automated techniques [BALR83]. The transformations involve
repeated iterations of validation and maintenance of specification to create the
final system. All of the technology needed to support this model does not yet
exist, but it offers an important view of the software development process.

The two-leg model describes the process of abstracting the formal
specification of software down two paths providing both an application
concept and an operational system [LEAM84]. The path to the operational
system is called reification and incorporates a backtracking concept for
required modifications.

Boehm proposes the spiral model, incorporating refinements to the
waterfall model [BOEB86]. The spiral model provides risk analysis at each stage
of development which is represented by an outward spiral. Cumulative cost is
represented by the radial dimension of the spiral, and the angular dimension
represents the progress made in completing each stage of development.

Maintenance plays a consistent role in all of these models. An
understanding of the development and maintenance processes which a
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software system endures throughout its existence is necessary in order to
understand the proper point at which to consciously introduce
maintainability.

According to the waterfall model, shown in Figure 1, and consistent
with most industry development strategies, software is designed and
implemented, then tests are run to verify that the software performs
correctly. If the tests find errors, the code is corrected; or if an error is
determined to stem from a design flaw, the design is modified, then the code is
reimplemented. The tests are then run again. Finally, the system is released
for consumer use. When errors are found by the users, a maintenance task is
initiated to fix the problem. Once the problem is addressed, the software is
reissucd to the consumers, who are then likely to find additional or new
problems.

Some effort has gone into the process of easing the maintenance tasks
at the post-production stage. Cashman and Holt [CASP80] describe a
communication-oriented system called MONSTR (MONitor for Software Trouble
Reporting) which is designed to structure the environment for software
maintenance. The system formulates the manner in which problems are
reported, analyzed and solved based on communication protocols.

Selby and Basili describe a technique to localize errors during a
maintenance activity by analyzing the source code [SELR88]. Measurements of
data interaction, called data bindings, are used to estimate software coupling
and cohesion. From these, a hierarchial description of a software system is
obtained which helps determine error location.

Maintenance problems will never completely be eliminated and
therefore such efforts are often helpful. However, concentrating on
maintenance problems at the post-production stage is analogous to closing the
bam door after the horse has escaped. Studies have shown that the earlier in

l
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Figure 1. The classic waterfall model of software development.
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the life cycle that errors are corrected, the less costly they are [LIPM79].
Therefore, the earlier that controls on the complexity of software are
enforced, the less costly the error correction effort will be. The natural
conclusion is to control software complexity at the time of its design.

Henry and Selig have demonstrated that it is possible to analyze
software systems at the design stage under automated control [HENS88]. Using
a programming design language (PDL) which can be statically analyzed with a
software tool, student programs were evaluated with software quality metrics
to determine complexity violations. These metrics correlate well with the
metrics obtained from the actual code produced at implementation time. They
also generate equations to predict source code quality from a PDL design.

Unfortunately, few software managers will deviate from their normal
life cycle processes to accommodate the extra calculation of software metrics.
PDL's such as the one used in Henry and Selig's research are syntactically
specific and often require more time than necessary to communicate the same
information in other ways. For realistic usage, the control of software
complexity should disrupt as little of the current life cycle as possible.

Similar work shows that graphical design languages, which can more
clearly communicate design details than text-based PDLs, can also be evaluated
using metrics tools [HENS87]. Once again, however, a disruption of existing
industry design processes is necessary to incorporate this technique unless
the required software and hardware are already in use. Unfortunately, the
main 'stream design techniques used in industry today do not lend themselves
to automated evaluation.

Given that current design evaluation techniques are impractical, the
next level of the life cycle can be investigated: implementation. All logic is
eventually implemented and tested. Furthermore, high level language code is
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already syntactically specific. Therefore, code analysis at this stage is possible
without disrupting the normal flow of software design and implementation.
For large·scale software development, this analysis still produces results that
can be used immediately.

Figure 2 shows a modified software development life cycle, integrating
the code analysis into the basic waterfall model. In this scenario, as testing
occurs, the code is analyzed to obtain complexity measures. Then, when
changes are made in the design or code for error reasons, changes are also
made that embrace the goal of reducing the complexity of the sections of
software found to be above set complexity tolerances. Furthermore, since test
results are indicative of quality to the degree that test cases exercise software
attributes, the complexity measures are used to guide test case planning.

When referring to software development in industry, it is also
important to realize that large-scale software projects often involve hundreds
of thousands of lines of code, and that the simple life cycle presented so far
does not capture the details of the process. To produce a practical methodology
for integrating the use of metrics, these details must be taken into account.
This is thoroughly discussed in Chapter 5.

Software metrics have been used quite successfully in the past as
complexity measurements, and fit well into the scheme described here. It is
now important to understand more about the use of software metrics.

III. Software Metrics

Software metrics are measurements of code complexity based on some
set of characteristics of the code, providing a relative, quantitative evaluation
[CONS86]. Some metrics concentrate on the amount of syntactic entities which
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Figure 2. Metric analysis in the software development process.
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must be understood in a procedure, and are called code metrics. Structure
metrics are concerned with the structure of the software system being
analyzed, including the quantity of information transferred among
procedures. Still other evaluations combine the concepts of code and structure
metrics. These are called hybrid metrics.

The metrics used in this study are fully described in Chapter 2,
including how each is calculated and the exact characteristics each attempts to
measure. It is very important that any use of a metric be accompanied by
careful consideration of what that metric actually indicates about a
procedure's complexity. For example, metrics which concentrate on length
factors do not imply anything about the complexity of the communication
between that procedure and other procedures, and vice versa.

There is no one metric that tells the whole complexity story about
arbitrary source code, therefore several metrics are used in this research.
Hybrid metrics, which combine several evaluations, are often better indicators
for the same reason. Studies have indicated that no single metric is sufficient
for indicating complexity [CANJ85].

Metrics can also be inconsistent among source languages, applications,
or operating environments. A certain metric might be a very good indicator
for one language because of certain structures or capabilities, but be mediocre
for another. Similarly, a metric might be a good complexity indicator in a
particular operating environment, but not as informative in another type of
environment. Therefore, it is important to validate the metrics results to
determine which metrics are best for a given language and system
environment, and to understand why others do not yield such good results.

Calibration of metrics is also necessary. That is, certain tolerances
should be determined for each metric, indicating that the procedures whose

Chapter 1. Introduction 10



metrics fall out of this range are potential problems. Using tolerance levels is
safer than a judgement based on a relative average across procedures since a
large number of procedures in a system could have complexity levels above
that which is actually reliable.

This calibration process is unspecific, and the values may be modified
many times after the initial estimate. As the metrics are further used and
understood in a particular environment, better judgements can be made
concerning the safe metric tolerances.

Kafura and Reddy establish the link between the use of software metrics
and the efforts of software maintenance [KAFD87]. The study explores
medium—sized software systems and uses the informed input of experts who
were intimately familiar with the system to validate the metric results. Kafura
and Reddy conclude that the software metrics agreed with the general
maintenance tasks required, that the metrics identify improper integration of
functional enhancements, and that the metrics agree with the expert
subjective understanding of the system.

Wake and Henry perform a similar study using software quality metrics
on a small sample of production code from a major software vendor [WAKS88].
Using a maintenance history describing the modifications made to the code,
Wake develops regression equations which successfully predict the need for
maintenance in specific sections of the software. The equations calculate the
predicted number of errors and predicted number of lines changed based on
metric values.

Given the use of software quality metrics as a tool for integrating
maintainability into large-scale software, we must now briefly address the
current experiment.

Chapter 1. Introduction 11



IV. Research Data

This research is based on software designed and implemented by a major
commercial software developer. The software is written in a high-level, in-
house language called Mesa, which supports real-time, concurrent system
activity.

Three important aspects of this research should be stressed. The first is
the use of objective error data on which to base the results of the metrics
validation. Second is the use of an automated tool to perform the metric
collection. The third aspect is the use of realistic, large-scale data for the
metric analysis, instead of the commonly seen test bed of student programs.

Within this study's software development scheme, distinct internal
releases of the software are frozen for system testing and progress
identification purposes. This research evaluates the code at a mid-
development release point using software quality metrics to see if they
correspond to actual modification needs as deterrnined by the normal testing
procedures. If the metrics identify the points at which maintenance is
required, then the relationship would indicate that this technique is
recognizing error-prone software.

Therefore, if code enhancement is performed as a result of metric
analysis to reduce code complexity, fewer maintenance tasks would be
required, and test cases concentrating on the highly complex code would
uncover more errors. Furthermore, the inevitable maintenance tasks that are
required eventually would be easier to handle because the complexity of the
code is reduced.

V. Conclusion

I
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Given the expensive nature of software maintenance, specific steps
must be taken to reduce maintenance costs at some point in the software life
cycle. Studies have shown that software which is highly complex is also
error-prone and difficult to maintain. Therefore a process which controls the
complexity of software reduces the maintenance effort.

Dealing with maintenance costs during post-production modifications
only treats the symptoms, not the cause. However, for practical usage,
disruption of industry standards for software development and testing must be
avoided. Therefore, an appropriate point in the life cycle to consciously
reduce software complexity and integrate maintainability is during the
iterative cycles of error testing and functional enhancement.

The goals of this research are: (l) Design and implement a metrics
collection tool for the Mesa language; (2) Validate that the metrics calculated
by the tool indicate error-prone software; (3) Establish regression equations
which predict the number of errors that are present in a section of code; and
(4) Develop a methodology using these tools and techniques which integrates
maintainability into large-scale software. This methodology must be as
unobtrusive as possible so that it can be practically used.

This research uses an automated tool to collect software quality metrics
on arbitrary source code. These measurements can direct where effort should
be expended to make the code less complex and where additional testing is
required. The study is performed on large-scale, real—time software written in
Mesa, a system development language.

Chapter 2 describes in detail the metrics used in this study. This
includes the manner in which they are calculated and what information can
be determined from each metric. Chapter 3 describes the Mesa language and
explains the metrics collection tool, the types of data collected, and the levels
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of detail at which the data was collected. Chapter 4 contains the analysis of
thedatafrom one internal release of the software. Chapter 5 describes the
methodology for integrating maintainability into large-scale software
development. Finally, Chapter 6 reports the conclusions of this study and
discusses possible future work.
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Chapter 2: Software Metrics

I. Introduction

Over the past several years, software metrics have been shown to be
valuable indicators in the quantitative evaluation of software and software
designs. Code which is complex is more likely to have logical errors. Once
errors are found, the high complexity also makes the code more difficult to
correct. Therefore complexity has a direct effect on maintenance. The
metrics described here are designed to quautify the level of complexity of a
piece of code.

For any measurement to be useful, it is important to understand exactly
what that measurement means and how to calculate it correctly. This chapter
is an overview of the metrics used in this study and a discussion of what kinds
of information can be determined from each.

The metrics used in this study were chosen for specific reasons. Of the
many software metrics that have been proposed, only those which are totallyI
automatable were considered. The amount of data in this analysis immediately
disqualifies any subjective evaluation of the code, or even any objective
evaluation that requires individual attention or time-consuming processing.

The metrics discussed here are based on a static analysis of source code.
No measurements are made pertaining to the run-time execution of the
software. The metrics are discussed here at the procedure level, defined as a
small collection of programming statements. Grouping procedures into
higher levels of abstraction is discussed later.

, Chapter 2. Software Metrics 15
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Software metrics can be subdivided into three areas: code metrics,
structure metrics, and hybrid metrics. Each class is now discussed and the
metrics from each explained.

II. Code Metrics

" Metrics which deal only with the amount of substance a given
procedure contains are called code metrics. The underlying theory is simply
that the more items requiring attention that exist in a procedure, the harder
that procedure is to understand. A code metric measurement tends to identify
the internal quality of a procedure.

Three types of code metrics are analyzed in this study. They are lines of
code[CONS86], Halstead's Software Science indicators[HALM77], and McCabe's
Cyclomatic Complexity [MCCT76].

Lines of Code

One popular metric is the measure of how many lines of code (LOC) exist
in a given procedure. The intuition is that a procedure with twenty LOC, for
example, is considerably less complex than one with fifty LOC. Most software
engineers agree that the overriding consideration concerning the length of a
procedure is that it perform a solitary function. This can usually be
accomplished in less than fifty lines of source code [MYEG76].

The LOC metric becomes useful in the immediate identification of
flagrant violators of certain complexity and modularity tolerances. When
analyzing a software system whose average LOC per procedure is thirty (an
established norm), a particular procedure measuring one hundred lines of
code instantly warrants attention. That procedure should be extremely

I
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straight-forward at first glance, and even then most software engineers would
dictate that it should be modularized further.

However, the LOC measurement is a simplistic view that immediately
raises several concerns. First, it should be obvious that not all code statements
are of equal complexity. The LOC metric ignores the type of statements being
counted and only relies on a gross measure of volume. Procedure A with
twenty straight-forward output statements cannot possibly be as difficult to
understand as procedure B with twenty statements involving multiple nested
loops, complicated boolean conditions and a high degree of computation. Yet
the LOC measure indicates that these two procedures are equally difficult to
comprehend.

Another problem with the LOC metric stems from the definition of a
single line of code. Researchers have not agreed on how to count a line of
code, though most agree that the measurement should not include blank lines
or comments. They also debate whether variable, type, and constant
declarations should be considered in the LOC count [CONS86].

Some researchers promote counting any source code line which
contains a portion of source code. The trouble with this view is that
programmer style becomes an issue. In high level languages such as Pascal or
'C', where end-of—line markers are not delimiters, a source code statement
could be spread over ten lines in the file, or it might be kept on one line. The
LOC measure would indicate a large difference in complexity from code that is
identical, merely spaced differently.

Another method of counting lines of code is to use some token from the
source language which acts as a line terminator or separator. In Pascal and
'C', the semicolon character serves this purpose. This way, no matter how
spread out a single source code line is in the file, the counts are the same.

Chapter 2. Software Metrics 17
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In general, if the research in question deals with a large enough data

sample, it is sufficient to choose a method and be consistent with it's use.
Programmer idiosyncrasies tend to offset one another and a valid
measurement is obtained. In the Mesa analysis, the use of the semicolon
character as a statement separator is similar to its use in Pascal, therefore a
semicolon count is used to determine the LOC measurement. Given the
complexity and versatility of Mesa declarations, they are also counted.

Halstead's Software Science

Another set of popular code metrics is defined by Halstead [HALM77].
His measurements are based on the counts of operators and operands within a
body of code. The following four initial values are calculated for a procedure:

nl = number of unique operators

n2 = number of unique operands

N1 = total number of operators

N2 = total number of operands

In making these measurements, everything in the source code is
considered to be either an operator or an operand. Operands consist of any
entity being operated upon, such as constants and variables. Operators consist
of all other items in the procedure. These include arithmetic and boolean
operators, control statements, and assignment structures. Distinct keywords
which cooperate to perform one function are often logically grouped and
considered to be one operator, such as the If—Then, While-Do, and Begin-End
constructs. The constructs considered as Mesa operators are given in
Appendix A.

I .
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Once these initial counts are taken, the following values are defined:

n = n1 + n2 Vocabulary Size

N = N1 + N2 Length

Since every entity is included in the counts as either an operator or
operand, the sum of the unique elements is called the vocabulary size, and the
sum of the total count of elements is considered to be the length, or total
number of tokens, of that procedure.

Given these definitions, Halstead then defines program volume,
program level, language level, and effort.

Program Volume

Program volume is a measure of size based on the length of the
implementation and the size of the vocabulary. Given n distinct elements, the
smallest binary representation of a particular element requires log2(n) bits.
Therefore the program volume can be expressed by the following formula:

V = N x log2(n) Program Volume

The program volume can also be interpreted as the number of mental
comparisons needed to generate the program code. This view assumes that a
programmer selects an element by making a mental binary search through
the program vocabulary. This interpretation is important in the derivation of
the formula for effort.
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A related measurement, the potential volume V*, is defined as the size of
the most succinct form in which a particular algorithm could ever be
expressed. This value cannot be determined without prior existence of a
language in which the necessary operations were implemented. The concept‘ of potential volume is needed for the next measurement of interest, program
level.

Program Level

The level of the code in which an algorithm is implemented is defined as
the potential volume divided by the measured program volume:

L = v* / v

Since V* cannot be directly determined, an approximation for L is
needed.

The minimum number of operators is two, consisting of a function
designator and an assignment. There is no upper limit on the number of
operators. Therefore, with respect to operators, program level may be
approximated: _

L ~ 2 / nl ‘

Operands, however, have no lower bound. Intuitively, as operands are
repeated, the implementation can be considered at a lower level. Then with
respect to operands, the program level equation is:

L ~ n2 / N2

Chapter 2. Software Metrics 20



Halstead combines these ratios to yield an estimator for program level:

L = (2 /n1) x (112 / N2) Program Level

Program level is considered inversely proportional to program
difficulty. The lower the level, the more difficult it is to implement the·
algorithm.

Language Level

Given any algorithm translated from one language to another, as
volume increases, the program level decreases proportionately. Therefore,
the potential volume, V*, is the product of the program level and volume,
which is seen from a simple algebraic manipulation of the first definition of
program level:

V* = L x V Potential Volume

However, when the language is held constant and the algorithm
changes, it is the potential volume which varies proportionately with the
program level. Therefore, the language level is defined as:

lambda = L x V* Language Level

Substituting (L x V) for V* yields a computable value for language
level:

lambda = L(L x V) = L2 x V

Chapter 2. Software Metrics 21
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The language level computation is a quantitative evaluation for
comparing two different languages, which has previously been a subjective
process.

Effort

The final Software Science metric analyzed is Halstead's effort, which
attempts to quantify the effort required to generate the implemented code.
Since the volume of the program dictates the number of mental comparisons
needed to implement the program, and the program level is the reciprocal of
the difficulty, the effort required can be expressed as:

E = V / L Effort

The effort calculation is the fundamental metric considered when using
Halstead's Software Science for complexity analysis.

McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity

A third code metric used in this study is defined in [MCCT76]. McCabe's
cyclomatic complexity is defined as a count of the independent logical paths
through a procedure. Intuitively, the more logical branches that a procedure
contains, the more difficult it becomes to trace all possibilities of actual
execution.

Based in graph theory, the complexity measurement is taken from a
representation of a procedure as a strongly connected graph. Each node in
the graph represents a sequential block of code, and each arc represents a
logical branching point through the procedure. The graph must have unique
entry and exit points.
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Graph theory states that, given a strongly connected graph G with one
component, the maximum number of linearly independent circuits V(G), also
known as the cyclomatic number, is calculated:

V(G) = E - N + 2 where

E = Number of edges in the graph

N = Number of nodes in the graph

Therefore, McCabe defines cyclomatic complexity to be the cyclomatic
number of a procedure's strongly connected control graph.

An alternative method of calculating cyclomatic complexity is used if
the analyzed code is given in structured form. In this case the cyclomatic
complexity is equal to a count of the number of decision points in a procedure
plus one. In the graph representation, a decision point is any node which has
more than one directed arc from it.

This alternative method allows for efficient calculation of the metric
based on the source language constructs. Appendix B contains a list of the
Mesa constructs used as logical branch indicators for McCabe's Cyclomatic
Complexity calculation.

Figure 3 shows a strongly connected program control graph for
structured code. An imaginary arc is added from the exit point back to the

. starting point so that the graph is strongly connected. This does not change
the concept or function of the graph, and is not included in the calculation.
Using either method described above to calculate the complexity gives the
result V(G) = 4.
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V(G) = E-N+2 V(G) = DP+l

= 12 - 10 + 2 = 3 + 1

Figure 3. McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity calculation.
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III. Structure Metrics

Another class of metrics, structure metrics, are all based in some way on
the overall structure of the system being examined. These quantitative
evaluations reflect the bigger picture of the programming system structure.
The structure metrics examined are Henry and Kafura's Information Flow °
metric and Be1ady's Cluster metric [HENS8la] [BELL8l].

Henry and Kafura's Information Flow

The structure metric developed by Henry and Kafura is based on the
amount of information which flows in and out of a procedure. Formally,
Henry and Kafura define two quantities, fan-in and fan—out:

fan-in: The number of local flows into a procedure plus the
number of global data structures from which a procedure
retrieves information.

fan-out: The number of local flows from a procedure plus the
number of global data structures which the procedure
updates.

To calculate these values, structure data is generated representing the
flow [of information within a routine from input and output parameters, global
data structures, and retum values from functions. Using these relations, a
flow graph is constructed representing all possible paths through a program
which result in updates of global data structures.

The complexity of procedure p is now defined as follows:
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Cp = ( fan·in x fan-out )2 Information Flow

The product of fan-in and fan-out is squared because the complexity
between system components is non-linear.

Belady's Cluster Metric

Belady discusses the complexity of a software system in relation to how
it can be subdivided into logical sections called clusters based on the
communication that exists among the individual components [BELL8l]. He
hypothesizes that understanding interconnected elements is more difficult if
their number is large. Furthermore, given the elements, complexity is
proportional to the number of connections.

The cluster metric calculation is based on a graphical representation of »
the system, where nodes of an undirected graph represent individual elements
(procedures, files, etc.) of the system, and edges represent a communication
line between the elements.

The complexity of an individual cluster of elements j is given as:

Cj = Nj x Ej Cluster Metric

where Nj is the number of nodes within a cluster and Ej is the number of edges
between those nodes.

Belady goes on to define the complexity of the entire system as the sum
of the individual cluster complexities plus the quantity representing the
intercluster communication complexity. That calculation is:
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where N is the total number of nodes in the entire system, and EQ is the
number of intercluster edges.

Belady's calculation of software complexity is performed at higher
levels of data abstraction than other metrics. This higher level makes it a
particularly attractive measurement when dealing with large-scale systems.

IV. Hybrid Metrics

Code metrics are based on the volume of material that make up a given
procedure. Structure metrics take into account the procedure as an entity in
the entire system. The concept of a hybrid metric combines both types of
evaluations. Any arithmetic combination of code and structure metrics is
considered a hybrid metric, although many such combinations do not make
intuitive sense.

Many hybrid metrics were considered in this study, including various
code metrics weighting the Henry and Kafura Information Flow. Woodfield's
Review metric is defined as a hybrid and is also considered [WOOS80]. The
Information Flow structure metric was originally defined as a hybrid metric
with LOC weighting the Information Flow value. Further research determined
the Information Flow value was a worthwhile measure by itself and is
presented here accordingly [HENS81a]. The following section describes
Information Flow weighted by lines of code and Woodfield's Review
Complexity.
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LOC and Information Flow

Using the LOC count to weight Henry and Kafura's Information Flow
metric yields the following definition of the complexity of an arbitrary
procedure p:

Cp = LOC x ( fan-in x fan-out )2

LOC, fan-in and fan-out take on their original meanings as defined
above. Any code metric could replace the lines of code count to yield another
hybrid version of the Information Flow metric.

Woodfield's Review Complexity

Woodfield's Review Complexity metric is based on the number of times a
component of a system needs to be reviewed to completely understand the
system [WOOS80]. Two types of connections between procedures are defined. A
control connection exists between a procedure and the procedure which
invoked it. A data connection exists between two procedures p and q if there is
some variable V such that the following conditions hold:

1. The variable V is modified in p and referenced in q.

2. There exists at least one data path set D(pq), between p and q, such
that the same variable V is not referenced in any di where di is a
member of D(pq).

A data path set D(pq) is defined as an ordered set of one or more
procedures {d], dg, d3, ..., dn} such that one of the following conditions hold:
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1. q calls dl; dl calls dg; ; dn-l calls dn; du calls p.

2. p calls dl; dl calls dg; ; dn-l calls dn; dn calls q.

3. There exists some dl in D(pq) such that dl calls both dl-l and dll.];
dl-l calls dl-2; dl-l calls dl-3; dg calls dl; dl calls q; and also
dl.l.l calls dl+2; dl+2 calls dl+3; ; dn-l calls dn; dn calls p.

Woodfield then defines fan_in of a procedure as the count of all control
and data connections for that procedure. The complexity of procedure r is
given by:

Cr = Effort x E RCk'1 for k = 2 to ( fan_inl - 1 )

Effort is the code metric defined in Halstead's Software Science. RC is a
review constant, given as two—thirds in Woodfield's model. This constant was
also suggested by Halstead [HALM77].

V. Conclusion

The metrics described in this chapter form the fundamental framework
around which this study is based. Correct calculation of the metrics provides a
quantitative method for evaluating software to determine which procedures
are the most complex. Once identified, these procedures can be rewritten to
reduce their complexity or at least tested further to raise the level of
confidence in the code.
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Chapter 3: Data Collection

I. Introduction

This chapter describes the experiment conducted to test the metric
usage. Source code implemented in a system development language, Mesa, is
analyzed using software metrics to verify that error-prone software can be
identified. Following that, specific techniques are defined and are combined
into a complete methodology for integrating maintainability into large-scale
software.

The source code analyzed is part of a large-scale software project
designed and implemented at a major software developer. Over 6000
procedures from a given internal release of the project code is analyzed. The
software from the project is used to control the functions of a stand-alone
machine. The system has characteristics of real-time software, in that it must
respond almost immediately to user requirements and error conditions. Since
it is a stand—alone system, it therefore contains it's own operating system used
to control peripherals and environment. Finally, the system is highly‘
computative and performance intensive.

For a complete understanding of what the data analysis indicates, it is
g important to realize the nature of the Mesa language, the various levels at

which the data was obtained, and the tool which calculates the metric values.

II. Mesa

Mesa is a strongly-typed language with full system capabilities. As
such, it is immensely detailed and functionally general. It supports full
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concurrency and contains, as part of the language itself, operating system
synchronization capabilities such as monitors and semaphores. It also provides
full signal processing capabilities. Many programmers familiar with Mesa
compare its inherent complexity and functionality with that of the Ada
programming language.

Mesa is fully modularized from the procedure level on up. Using Mes
terminology, multiple procedures make up a file, and multiple files make up a
module. Note that the use of the term module here is synonymous with a sub-
system. Further discussion of the breakdown of the various levels of Mesa
source code is presented in the following section.

The inherent complexity of a programming language is dependent on
the person doing the assessment. If a programmer is very familiar with a
language, he might subjectively calculate a level of complexity for a
particular piece of source code much lower than someone who is not as
familiar with particular constructs. However, Mesa has several functionally
general constructs worthy of note.

For example, the order of parameter usage in procedure calls is’ completely arbitrary. By specifying the formal parameter names with the
argument, the parameters may be presented to the procedure in any order. If
the formal parameters are not specified, the order is assumed to be that of the
procedure definition. The formal parameter names are separated from the
arguments by a colon in the procedure call.

Similarly, in a procedure definition itself, default values may be
presented to any particular paramctcrs. A left arrow following the parameter
designates a default value, which could be a constant or a complete expression.
Any parameters with defaults can be omitted from a procedure call. If the
arguments are presented, they take the value of the argument; if not, they
take the value of the default. Procedures themselves are data types which can
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be passed as objects. An example of parameter ordering and defaults is given
in Figure 4.

Also in Mesa, the programmer is completely responsible for memory
allocation of all data space required, except for the base data types. Space is
allocated from and retumed to system or user-defined "heaps." Descriptors
(masks) and user-defined sequences can be used to provide dynamic array data
structures.

Signals and error data types, also inherent in the language definition,
are used in a variety of ways in Mesa. Signals must be caught and properly
handled using ENABLE statements or "catch phrases" in argument lists.

Mesa is a language fully capable of real-time, concurrent system
development. Users of Mesa agree that it's inherent complexity exceeds the
complexity of most programming languages existing today. This type of
detailed language provides interesting challenges to metric analysis.

III. Levels of Data

A large amount of data was collected for this research, including the
code metrics, the data from which the structure and hybrid metrics were
calculated, and the error data. These various types of data were collected at
different levels of granularity.

The development environment refers to three levels of abstraction in
their developing systems. The lowest is the procedure level, as defined by a
procedure of source code in the Mesa language. The second level of
abstraction is a file, consisting of several procedures. Multiple files combine
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DECLARATION:

SomePr:oc: PROCEDURE [ iz INTEGER, j: CARDINAL <— l, kz BOOLEAN ]
RETURNS [ x, y: INTEGER ] =

BEGIN
C
I
I

END;

USE:

[ q, p ] <— SomeP1:oc [ k: FALSE, iz 23 ];

Figure 4. An example of parameter ordering and defaults in
Mesa.
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to form the core of the third level of granularity, the module, which is a
complete sub—system with a high degree of functionality.

Initially, it was hoped that all of the data could be obtained at the
procedure level. That is, for each procedure analyzed, calculate all the metrics
and determine the number of errors resulting from a logical mistake existing

, in that procedure. For various reasons this was not possible.

The code metrics are generated at the procedure level. Due to restraintsy on time and facilities, the structure data was only available at the file level.
That is, data which defines the communications among components of the code
was only obtained among individual files, and the structure and hybrid
metrics were calculated on that level. Further discussion of how the structure
data was collected and used is presented in the next section.

To obtain the structure metrics at higher levels, simple linear sums
were used. The only problem this caused was with the Information Flow
metric, which normally has values in the hundreds of thousands at the
procedure level. Therefore, summing the values created overflow problems.
This is solved by taking the log base 10 of the Information Flow metric values
to obtain manageable numbers [CANJ85].

The error database was consistently kept at the module level, indicating
only that an error occurred in a particular module. An error is defined to be a
deviation from the expected output of a particular tcSt case, or an incidental
observation of incorrect action on the part of the operating code. The code
analyzed was taken from a specific internal release, therefore the errors
described are true defects and not indications of the need for additional
functional enhancement.

'
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Other pieces of information are stored with the error database entry,
such as text descriptions of the problem, the person responsible, etc., but
nothing else of interest to this study. Often individual files were noted as the
possible source of the error, but this did not occur with enough consistency to
be statistically relevant.

Having the data at various levels does not impede the formulation of a
methodology in which metrics are used, but it is important to understand at
what level each result or discussion is based.

IV. The Metrics Collection Tool

As stated before, no metric was considered for use in this research
which was not automatable. When dealing with large-scale software projects,
it is infeasible to address any aspect of the code manually. Therefore, a tool to
perform the analysis on the code and calculate the metrics value was
constructed.

The analyzer is actually sectioned into two pieces, one to generate the
code metrics and a statistical report, and the second to generate the data from
which the structure metrics are calculated. The metric analyzer is shown in
Figure 5.

The code metric analyzer statically evaluates each component of
syntactically correct source code and generates the metrics for each
procedure. At any point, a statistical report can be generated which gives a
breakdown by the LOC, Effort, and Cyclomatic Complexity code metrics,
calculating means, standard deviations, minimums and maximums. Also, based
on a parameter to the tool, the report identifies the procedures which have the
highest metric values considering the top N percent of the total source
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Code Metrics
Code Metric

Analyzer
Statistical

Report

Mesa Source
\\\\\

I¤¤l¤d¤ Structure
Checker Data

Figure 5. The Metric Analyzer Tool.
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analyzed. Furthermore, from that highest N percent, the report indicates
which procedures overlapped all three code metrics, or any combination of
two.

This overlap report provides an immediate indicator of where
potentially serious problems exist. Using threshold values with varying
degrees of seriousness, the highest violators of metric tolerances can be
identified and investigated. A detailed discussion of a flag / alarm system
which formalizes this concept is presented in Chapter 4.

An example of the statistical report run on the code for the code metric
analyzer itself is given in Appendix C. The User's Guide and Implementation
Guide for the code metric analyzer is given in Appendices D and E.

The data used to calculate the structure and hybrid metrics is obtained
from the output of an existing tool in the development environment called the
Include Checker. This tool is used to inform a system developer of the proper
order in which to rebuild the components of a system, based on the use of
specific files by other. files. The important aspect of the output for this
research is that it identifies communication lines between files of a module
(subsystem).

Basically, the Include Checker associates all files which communicate
with a given file. The structure data took the form of simple lists: each file
has associated with it a list of other files that it "uses" in some way. The use
could be called procedures, shared data references, declarations, or a
combination of these.

The Cluster structure metric fits well into this scheme. In fact, its
definition lends itself to analysis at this level. However, because of the level of

i
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data available, it is actually a modified Information Flow metric that is used in
this research.

_ The fan_in and fan_out values of the modified information flow metric
are the same as those defined originally except for one detail. The deviation is
that the calculation of fan_in and fan_out is an overkill count based on total
communication lines, since the structure data does not distinguish between
flows into and out of a file. The original definition of the metric is also an
overkill of communication lines in that all procedures which reference a
global data structure communicate with each other. The definition used in this
study also assumes that all communication is two-way. This deviation, while
not strictly as the original definition specified, still yields important aspects of
the source code in terms of complexity.

V. Conclusion

This research is based on the development of a large system
implemented in Mesa. To generalize analysis techniques and to make accurate
conclusions from that analysis, a full understanding is needed of the type of
language analyzed and of the levels of abstraction for the data collection.

In Chapter 4 the complete data analysis used to validate the study and
derive further analysis tools is described.
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis

I. Introduction

With the tool in place and the data gathered, analysis was performed to
verify that the metrics were performing in the manner intended.
Specifically, it is important to access how well the metrics indicated the error-
prone software and establish a scale of "acceptable" metric values. Also, using
regression analysis, predictor equations are developed to assist in the
usefulness of the tool. Each of these areas of analysis and the results are
described below.

II. Intermetric and Error Correlations

Correlations among the various metrics and between the metrics and
the error data are essential to gain an understanding of how useful the metrics
are at indicating danger areas and determining which metrics focus on
similar attributes.

The correlation matrix for the code metrics is displayed in Figure 6. LOC
refers to Lines of Code, N, V and EFF are Halstead's length, volume and effort, CC
is McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity, and ERR represents the number of errors.

Because of the nature of the error data, the correlations are performed
at the module level. Note that all of the code metrics correlated very high
(values ranging from 0.852 to 0.998) with each other. This verifies previous
study's results and indicates that the code metrics all tend to measure similar
aspects of the code, namely the internal complexity [HENS8lb] [CANJ85]
[HENS88b].
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LOC N V EFF CC ERR
LOC 1.00

N 0.987 1.00
V 0.982 0.998 1.00

EFF 0.852 0.884 0.908 1.00
CC 0.989 0.998 0.993 0.861 1.00

ERR 0.837 0.831 0.843 0.828 0.814

Figure 6. Intermetric and Error Correlations for Code Metrics.
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The correlations between code metrics and defect occurrences (errors)
is also significantly high (0.814 through 0.843). This indicates that the code
metrics do successfully establish where the errors exist in the source code.
The fact that no one metric shows a substantially higher correlation to errors
than the others indicates that a single given metric cannot be used as "the"
metric for the Mesa language or the development environment.

Figure 7 shows the correlations among two code metrics (LOC and V) and
the structure and hybrid metrics. WOOD represents Woodfield's Review
Complexity, CLUS is Belady's Cluster metric, INFO represents Henry and
Kafura's Information Flow metric, and ERR again represents the number of
errors.

Error data is once again correlated to all the metrics. Note that the
information flow metric does not correlate well with the code metrics. Again,
this verifies past studies and indicates that the information flow structure
metric and code metrics are examining different aspects of software
complexity.

The Woodfield hybrid metric correlated well with the code metrics. This
is due to the fact that the hybrid metric is, by definition, affected greatly by
Halstead's effort code metric. Belady's cluster metric also correlated fairly
high to both the code metrics and the other structure metrics. Since this is not
technically a hybrid metric and not inherently affected by code metrics, this
would indicate that the cluster metric addresses aspects of both types of
complexity.

The correlations to errors are considerably higher for the structure and
hybrid metrics than for the code metrics. This indicates that the structure data
yields a higher understanding of error-prone complexity in this
environment.

F
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LOC V WOOD CLUS INFO ERB
LOC 1.00

V 0.982 1.00
WOOD 0.925 0.901 1.00
CLUS 0.925 0.891 0.999 1.00
INFO 0.775 0.775 0.930 0.925 1.00
ERB 0.837 0.843 0.936 0.919 0.884 1.00

Figure 7. Intermetric and Error Correlations including
Structure and Hybrid Metrics.
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III. Threshold Determination

Any use of software metrics must be accompanied by an understanding
of what the metrics are attempting _to indicate about complexity and therefore
what appropriate values for the metrics should be. Since this study is dealing
with large-scale software, individual tolerances at the procedure level can
only be intuitively estimated. For higher levels, these values can easily be
scaled depending on the situation.

Tolerances for Lines of Code, Halstead's Effort, and McCabe's Cyclomatic
Complexity are given in Figure 8. Two levels of concern are defined, one at
which you merely raise a flag and the second at which an alarm is sounded.
Combinations of flags and alarms across the metrics indicate what action
should be taken.

Taken individually, a flag indicates that the additional complexity
should be verified to be manageable and/or justified. However, there can be
little justification for a procedure whose metric's values sound an alarm.

The previous paragraphs require qualification. If a procedure raises a
single flag and no alarms, this is certainly not where effort should be
concentrated. Even a single alarm can be deceptive. For example, a
straightforward output procedure with many display lines would make the
Lines of Code metric sound an alarm, but the Effort and Cyclomatic Complexity
would indicate that there is no problem. Conversely, a procedure which
processes a huge Select (Case) statement would sound a Cyclomatic Complexity
alarm, but not raise concern in the others.

Therefore, the metrics values must be considered in conjunction. Rules
of thumb might include investigating a particular procedure individually
when it raises three flags, two flags and an alarm, or two or more alarms.
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LOC Under 50 50 - 100 Over 100

Egon Under 50000 50000 - 100000 Over 100000

CC Under 10 11 - 20 Over 20

Figure 8. Tolerances for code metrics at the procedure level.
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Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the percentage of procedures from 10 modules
which fall into various distributions according to Lines of Code, Halstead's
Effort, and McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity, respectively.

Note that the metric values which are not large enough to raise a flag
are classified as "safe." This does not mean, of course, that a procedure with
only 20 lines of code will not contain an error. It does mean, however, that the
procedure is less likely to contain an error, and even if it does contain an
error, the low level of complexity allows the error to be found quickly and be
addressed with less difficulty.

IV. Predictor Equations

Analysis was performed to give the user of the metric tool an additional
indicator of software maintainability. Regression analysis was performed
with the number of errors as the dependent variable and various metric
values as the independent variables. This yields equations which predict the
number of errors that can be expected in a module of source code.

The "best" equations are established by evaluating their R-squared
values and by examining their relative rankings using the MSE and C(p)
statistics. The R-squared value of a given regression equation is an estimate of
the percentage of data that is explained by that equation.

The MSE statistic is calculated by summing the squares of the difference
between the actual and the predicted values. This is performed for all
observations and the mean calculated. The lower the MSE value, the better the
predictor equation. MSE measures the "noise" in the model, i.e. determines the
unexplained variability in the model.

T
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Module 1-30 31-50 51-100 101-200 > 200
1 97 2 O 0

2 91 6 1 0
3 94 4 0 0
4 90 5 1 0

5 94 5 0 0

5 93 4 0 1

7 85 9 1 1

8 94 5 0 0

9 94 2 1 1
1 0 93 3 1 1

O I
FLAG ALARM

Figure 9. Percentage Distribution of Lines of Code.
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Module 10000 50000 100000 200000 > 200000
1 83 13 2 1 1

2 62 28 6 2 2
3 74 17 4 2 3
4 57 27 7 5 4
5 57 29 9 3 2
6 69 20 5 3 3

7 50 25 8 7 16

8 62 27 5 3 3

9 74 21 3 1 1
1o 66 19 8 4 3

O O
FLAG ALARM

Figure 10. Percentage Distribution of Halstead's Effort.
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Module 1 - 2 3 -10 11 - 20 21 - 50 > 50
1 74 21 4
2 so 37 6
3 52 37 7
4 47 42 8

5 48 43 5

6 52 36 8

7 37 43 12

8 47 42 8

9 65 21 38

10 58 30 7
I O
FLAG ALARM

Figure 11. Percentage Distribution of McCabe's Cyclomatic‘
Complexity.
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The C(p) measurement is a compromise statistic between bias and

simplicity. If too many parameters are used in a given model, the C(p) value
increases. Likewise, if too few independent variables are used, the bias
towards those few is large and the C(p) value increases. The C(p) statistic is
measured by summing the variance over the total number of observations.
This sum should be equal to the number of variables in the model.

Not all metrics need to be considered to establish a valid predictor
equation, and many combinations are examined. From these, five equations
are recommended, based on the R-squared values, and the MSE and C(p)
statistics. These equations are given in Figure 12. The R-squared values for
these equations range from 0.89 to 0.99. The complete set of equations
considered with their statistical relevance is given in Appendix F.

Figure 13 shows the predicted number of errors for 10 modules using
the first regression equation from Figure 12. This equation uses the metric
values from Woodtield's Review Complexity, Belady's Cluster metric, Henry and
Kafura's Information Flow, Halstead's Volume, and Lines of Code. This equation
was chosen because of its high R-squared (0.99) value.

Note that what the equation is actually predicting is the number of
errors that will be found given the same amount and concentration of testing
that was performed on the data which was used to generate the predictor
equations.

The level of the data used to generate these predictor equations is
important. Since error data was only available at the module level, the
regression analysis had to be performed at that level. Therefore, the equations
presented in Figure 12 are only valid at the module level.

i
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Err = 2.899E-07 WOOD - 8.188E-04 CLUS - 1.868E-04 V +1.425E-02 LOC + 2.990 INFO
Err = 5.001E-05 CLUS + 8.161E-05 V - 4.294E-03 LOC
Err : 8.827E-07 EFFORT + 1.530E-03 N + 9.505E-03 LOC -5.004E-02 CC - 5.986E-05 V
Err = 9.508E-03 LOC + 6.872E-07 EFFORT - 4.907E-02 CC +1.188E-03 N
Err = 1.706E-04 V - 4.679E-02 CC + 9.360E-03 LOC +2.662E-04 N

Figure 12. Regression equations to predict the number of
errors per module.
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Predicted Errors
34 29.181
31 31.574

147 147.000
27 25.496
53 54.005
9 -0.850

12 17.714

Figure 13. Actual vs Predicted errors using the first
predictor equation.

i
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The fact that these predictor equations are valid only at the module level
restricts their use, but the technique to generate them is completely general.
Therefore, additional regression equations can be easily calculated for lower
(file and procedure) levels if the error data is collected at those levels.

V. Conclusion

The analysis of the internal release shows that the metrics are
identifying error-prone software and that further refinement and
concentrated testing can reduce the maintenance tasks required. The
threshold guidelines can be used to determine violators of metrics tolerances
for further analysis. The use of predictor equations can aid in the process of
test case creation and takes into account the need for a view of complexity
from various angles.

Now that the analysis has validated use of the metrics in the Mesa
language and environment, the methodology can be formalized with
unobtrusive, practical techniques which integrate maintainability into large-
scale system software. The details of this methodology are presented in
Chapter 5.

I
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Chapter 5: The Methodology

I. Introduction

Tools are created, metrics established, data validated, and techniques
defined. How then does all this combine into a unified whole? A major goal of
this study is to define a complete methodology for integrating maintainability
into large-scale software.

A methodology can be defined as a set of procedures and tools which,
when used correctly, will formulate a process designed to meet specific
objectives. The process in this research is large-scale software development
and the objective is to develop that software so that it is maintainable.

An interesting concem came quickly to light as this research began.
That was the realization that established companies which design and
implement large-scale software products are reluctant to make major changes
in their software development process. Often times, immediate deadlines and
budget restrictions obscure long—term advantages, even when the techniques
presented are proven to enhance productivity.

Maintenance is an expensive portion of the software life cycle, but it is
still viewed by many software developers to be a post—production problem.
Managment would certainly prefer that any effort to increase the quality of
their software do so with little disruption to the current development process.
Therefore, another important objective of this methodology is that it be as
unobtrusive as possible.
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To define such a methodology, it is helpful to examine a fundamental
software development technique called iterative enhancement and how it
relates to current industry practices.

II. Iterative Enhancement

The concept of iterative enhancement, as defined by Basili, describes a
development scheme which inherently supports complexity analysis at the
implementation stage [BASV75]. Iterative enhancement is a practical
approach to the creation of new software systems. In it, a bare skeleton of the
system is fully implemented, then that skeleton is augmented by a particular
feature. After that feature is fully tested, the next feature is added, and so on.

Each iteration consists of designing the implementation of a selected
task, coding and debugging that task, and analyzing the existing partial
implementation at that stage. The analysis also defines what tasks should be
added to the project list, in addition to the features of the final project which
have yet to be implemented. Note that the idea of iterative enhancement as
used here is different from other techniques which implement an almost
complete system, then iteratively refine and reorganize until an acceptable
design and implementation is achieved.

This technique is rarely used in its purest form. However, a common
approach in industry borders on this concept. In the process of creating a
new software system, many companies set deadlines for specific internal
releases of the software. They also predict a final launch date for the first
shipment to the customer. These deadlines might be manipulated as
unforeseen problems arise, or the release dates can be held firm and
justifications given for any feature not appearing in a particular release that
was originally scheduled.
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Each internal release is designed with particular goals in mind, which
allows software management to assess the progress of the development.
Between releases, individual programmers test their code, and when a
collection of related modules are ready, integration tests are performed on
larger sections of the code. The designated release points allow complete
system tests to be performed.

The fundamental differences between Basili's iterative enhancement
concept and industry practices is that in large-scale development, multiple
features are developed at each stage, and error correction goes hand—in-hand
with new development. However, these release points roughly correspond to
the full system analysis stage in the iterative enhancement technique.
Therefore, they also provide opportunities to measure the complexity of the
system at intermediate points in its development, and determine where
complexity problems are being created.

Figure 14 illustrates the integrated concepts of internal releases and
complexity analysis in the waterfall model. The risk analysis stages in
Boehm's spiral model can also be viewed as appropriate points for metric
analysis integration.

III. Granularity

In large-scale system development, the use of the modified iterative
enhancement concept can also be brought down to lower levels in the
development structure. Unit managers define similar task lists for the work
necessary for their section of the system. Before a system release point
occurs, the smaller subsystems are frozen so that unit testing can be
performed to establish confidence in the code which falls under these
individual umbrellas.
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Figure 14. Large-scale development process with release
points and metric analysis.
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Each of these points are appropriate places for metric analysis to occur.
Errors found at this level are more easily fixed since the scope of where the
problem originates is smaller and better understood. Metric evaluation can
indicate where that important testing should be concentrated and where
error-prone code exists.

Even individual programmers can work on their code with this
technique. Once a programmer determines that the code he is responsible for
is fully implemented, metric evaluation can pinpoint exact procedures which
will probably, if not immediately, cause problems. This identified code can be
rewritten or at the very least thoroughly tested. The individual tests run by
programmers can uncover many problems that might not show up until
further in the testing hierarchy under regular circumstances. Programmers
are highly motivated to find any problems in their code before it advances to
higher levels of testing and someone else informs them they have a problem.

Complexity analysis can therefore be integrated into extremely early
points of the development and testing process. And as stated in Chapter 1, the
earlier an error is uncovered and fixed, the less costly the change.

IV. The Process

Now we can observe the software development process with the metrics
evaluation fully integrated into all stages.

Once the functionality of an individual internal release point is defined,
the system designed, and the functionality decomposed to unit and
programmer levels, the implementation process begins. The methodology
proposed here is based at the implementation and testing levels since this
causes the least disruption to the existing development process.
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Individual programmers begin implementing their relatively small
portion of the logic for the overall system. Once they establish a functional
subset of their code, they use the metric analysis tool to generate metric values
and a statistical evaluation of their code based on the metrics. This gives
immediate feedback as to the volatile portions of their code. Threshold values
can be used to section off those procedures which raise flags and alarms as the
situation dictates. If predictor equations are available at that level, these can
indicate the number of errors that can be expected as well.

Based on their analysis, portions of their code can be rewritten toi
reduce the complexity levels. This rewriting process itself is highly likely to
uncover logical errors in previously complex procedures. If rewriting is not
considered necessary or feasible, the programmer's testing efforts can at least
be concentrated on the potentially dangerous code.

Once the programmers have established their portions of the system,
pieces are brought together for unit tests. At this stage, the analysis can be
run on the larger subset of the overall system. Again, the metric analysis can
identify areas that are potentially dangerous, this time from a slightly more
global viewpoint. Structure metrics tend to become more important at this
stage since there is more cohesive communication among the larger
components of the code. Using predictor equations at this level can be very
informative.

After unit testing, a full internal release is established. Metric analysis
at this stage can give an even more global view of the developing system.
Errors concerning integration problems and higher level communication are
likely to be uncovered here.

Once the system internal release is tested, new tasks to fix errors and
increase the growing functionality of the developing system are defined.
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Progress toward the next internal release is begun and the cycle repeats itself.
Eventually, the last internal release is performed with little or no problems
detected, and the product is scheduled for an external release.

V. Integration

This methodology was presented to a commercial software development
environment with encouraging results. Plans were made to distribute the
metrics tool to various levels of the developing system process, including the
individual programmers.

An important caution must be made concerning the use of the metric
tool. Any evaluatory technique such as the one described in this research
concludes with the result that something is good or bad. It must be made clear
to the software writers that the tool is used only as a way to evaluate code and
not to judge the productivity or usefulness of individuals. If software
developers fear the tool, the entire concept of metric evaluation will be
undermined.

If the methodology described in this chapter is used as intended, to help
guide testing processes and identify error—prone software, the end result will
be a software product that is more reliable and maintainable.

VI. Conclusion

A succint review of the methodology described in this chapter will give
a encapsulated understanding of the processes and tools involved. Large—scale
software is developed in stages, called release points, used to assess progress
and perform system tests. At these points, metric analysis is performed on the
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implemented code, using specific techniques such as threshold determination
and predictor equation analysis, to identify error-prone software due to high
complexity. Once identified, the software can be rewritten to reduce the
complexity, or at least the testing procedures are targeted toward that code.
The same type of analysis is performed at the lower levels of the development
process for each release, allowing the unit testers and even individual
programmers the opportunity for metric analysis. Iterative progression
through the release points will have a higher degree of confidence due to the
metric analysis performed at each stage.

The methodology described in this chapter incorporates the various
techniques and observations established by this research. Since it
concentrates on integrating the use of the metric analysis without instigating
another complete level to the development hierarchy, the use is practical as
well as useful.

Chapter 6 describes the overall conclusions to this research and
discusses future work in the area.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions

I. Introduction _

The results of this study are both encouraging and educational. The
research as a whole was accepted well in the commercial environment it was
targeted for, and definite plans are in the works for the fruits of this labor to
be practically implemented.

Many conclusions gained from this research served to validate past
research, while others shed important insight into the differences between
real-world, large-scale software development and controlled, smaller studies.

The following section describes the particular conclusions which can
be drawn from this research.

II. Conclusions of the Research

To review from Chapter 1, the goals of this research are: (1*) Design and
implement a metrics collection tool for the Mesa language; (2) Validate that
the metrics calculated by the tool indicate error-prone software; (3) Establish
regression equations which predict the number of errors which are present
in the section of code; and (4) Develop a methodology using these tools and
techniques which integrates maintainability into large-scale software.

The following sections address the weaknesses and strengths of the
research, and specitically address the conclusions of the study.
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VVeaknesses

One area of this research which could be stronger is the eoncentration
on Mesa as an individual language. There are probably several distinct
constructs and abilities in Mesa which lend themselves higher code
complexity. Not all of these are addressed by the metrics used in this study.

Another restriction in the usefulness of the predictor equations
presented in this study is that they are only valid at the module level. This is a
consequence of the data made available for the research. However, the
techniques for generating the equations are general and the equations can
easily be calculated for any level. Error database needs in industry is discussed
further in the section on future work.

Strengths

Overall, this research can be considered a success. All major goals were
achieved, and several other tangents were uncovered. Specifically, the
following sum up the results of this research:

• Software quality metrics have again been shown to identify error-
prone software due to a high level of complexity.

• Maintainability is a characteristic which can (and should) be
integrated into software as it is produced, instead of dealing with it
only as a post-production process.

• Techniques including the use of predictor equations and threshold
analysis are developed to aid in the use of a metric analysis tool.

I
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• A methodology is defined to integrate maintainability using

software metrics as an evaluation scheme for guiding the testing
processes already in place.

• Practical use dictates that such defined methodologies should disrupt
as little of the existing development process as possible.

Overall the results are positive and motivating. The concentration on
the maintenance aspect of the software development process must be
continued in order to reduce the overwhelming cost of software production
and service.

III. Future Work
I

The research presented here opens additional avenues for
investigation. The methodology described uses techniques that can be
modified and refined to provide even more insight into the complexity of
large-scale software. These techniques, as well as new ones, can be used in the
same overall environment to further the goals presented by this study.

This methodology should be integrated into another commercial
environment to verify its validity and explore other techniques for
identifying error—prone software. Specific emphasis should be given to the
fact that it is intended to cause little disruption as possible to the existing
software development system. ~

Important work for the future can be concentrated on the importance
of industry-generated error databases, including the information they should
contain and the levels at which it should be collected. These studies should
consider programmer detail such as the number of lines changed to fix a bug,
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the severity of the error, specific location, sections of the code affected, the
time needed to find and fix the defect, etc.

The need for these must be stressed from all points of view, including
the fact that a complete error history, analyzed correctly, can lead to a better
understanding of where and how errors occur at a global level. This
information is necessary to make the production process more complete.
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l
Listed on the following page are all constructs in the Mesa language that are
considered operators in the calculation of Halstead's Software Science
indicators. They include all reserved words and tokens which perform
specific functions. Some reserved words or characters are combined as a
single operator.
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ABORTED IMPORTS PUBLIC [ ]ABS IN READONLY ..
ALL INLINE REAL <- (left arrow)AND INT RECORD IANY INTEGER REJECT ( )APPLY INTERNAL RELATIVE *ARRAY ISTYPE REPEAT =>BASE JOIN RESLDENT +BEGIN · END LAST RESTART —
BOOL LENGTH RESUME /BOOLEAN LOCKS RETRY ~BROADCAST LONG RETURN ICARDINAL LOOP RETURNS @CHAR LOOPHOLE SELECT #
CHARACTER MACHINE SEQUENCE <CODE MAX SHARES <:=
COMPUTED MDSZONE SIGNAL >CONDITION MIN SIZE >==CONTINUE MOD START
DECREASING MONITORED STATE
DEFINITIONS MONITOR STOP
DEPENDENT MONTTIORLOCK STRING
DESCRIPTOR NARROW SUCC
DIRECTORY NAT THROUGHII) NATURAL TRASH
ENABLE NEW TRUE
ENDCASE NIL TYPE
ENDLOOP NOT UNOOUN’I‘ED
ENTRY NOVTIFY UNSPECIFIED
ERROR NULL UNTIL
EXIT OF UNWIND
EXIT‘S OPEN USING
EXPORTS OR VAL
FALSE ORD VAR
FINISHED ORDERED WAIT
FIRST OVERLAID WHILE
FOR PACKED WITH
FORK POINTER WORD
FRAME PORT ZONE
FREE PRED .
FROM PRIVATE { }
GO PROC ;
(BIO PROCEDURE =IF - THEN PROCESS „
IF - THEN - ELSE PROGRAM :
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Listed below are all constmcts in the Mesa language that are used as logical
decision points in the calculation of McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity.

C.O..S.I.u.QLHr Q¤m.r.¤t¢nt
IF Conditional
SELECT Multi Decision Conditional (Case)
WHILE Loop - precondition
UNTH„ Loop - postcondition
THQROUGH Loop - elements of a set
FOR Loop - iterative
AND Logical AND
OR Logical OR
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COOE HETRICS STATISTICS

Number of procedures: 149
4

° LOC CYC. COMPLEXITY EFFORT

Average : 18.208 7.932 83710.710
St. Oeviation : 34.506 26.430 456614.437n

Min : 1 1 39.302
Max : 320 210 4662495.50O

QOOIUOOOCOOOOIOOQOQOIlllllllllllllllOIOIIIIOOOOOUÜCOUOOIIOOOIOIOIOUOOOO

Overlaos of hignest metrics values ...
Consioering tne top 38 proceoures ( 25 percent ) ...

LOC / CC / Effort :

Total procedures ¤ 23 _~
LOC CC EFFORT Procedure Name

32 25 91114.359 Analyzerlmol/Runlt49 28 192890.203 CMStatslmol/Overlao35 16 81116.781 CMStatsIm¤l/0u1ckCC’ 21 9 33310.777 CHStatsImol/Ouickiffort21 9 35515.578 CMS:ats1mol/OuickLOC23 10 60963.832 CMStats1m¤l/Ouickuame35 7 98389.132 CMStatsImol/ReadHetr1cs320 210 4662495.50O Grammar/ProcessOueue’ . 231 151 1970947.625 Grammar/ProcessOueueCo¤t23 6 37698.492 Halsteadlmol/HsCompute19 12 36466.429 Parserlmol/Accent20 10 29695.220 Parser1m¤l/Exist1ngConfigurat1on· 32 12 72341.656 Parserlmol/Gro¤Tree70 23 220672.203 Parserlmol/Parse80 29 175504.125 Parserlmol/Recover20 10 38852.316 Parserlmol/RigntScan22 6 51668.382 Procnetricslmol/Pm1mpress252 196 2424798.000 Scannerimol/Atom
51 35 294474.718 Scannerlmol/CollectNumoer27 13 ·62963.859 Scannerlmpl/ErrorContext29 19 127131.421 Scannerlmol/ScanFloat1ng25 7 38278.285 Utilslmol/CardToStr1ng33 7 75960.078 Utilslmpl/RealToStr1ng

LOC / CC :_ ,
Total procedures - 3

7
LOC CC EFFORT Procedure Name

2* 11 19261.224 Analyzerlmol/Processfile16 6 25507.697 Parserlmpl/ActOnStacx19 6 23037.746 Parserlmpl/Syntaxérror

LOC / Effort :

Total oroceoures ¤ 8

LOC CC EFFORT Procedure Name
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31 1 27005.613 Anaiyzerlmol
ZZ Z 31673.464 CMSt;t51•¤1/AT1ocArrays

· _ 34 2 28923-259 C¤SZlLSIMOl/*Q£1l¤P!$S _
. _ 37 5 31019.351 C¥SilL$[¤¤l/HQIVTCSIBIS‘

11; 1 240554.500 CMS:a:s1m¤1/Sxatslmoress
27 1 122436.335 Encooeimol/1n1:EncooeTao1•
96 1 157919.593 Parserimpl

— 57 1 55664.269 Scannerimol

Ä
I

CC / Effort :

1 Tqggl procedures ¤ 4

j LOC CC EFFORT Procedure Name

' 15 11 27647.445 Analyzerlmo1/Runlt/8r¤akupFiles
13 11 33145.804 Scannerlmol/Scanßecnmal
15 15 57725.3CS Scznnerlmol/Scannen
13 11 33145.334 Scannerimol/Scanüctal

Sort by NÄHE :

LOC CC EFFORT Procedure Name

34 1 27005.613 Analyzerlmol
11 3 5190.876 Analyzerlmol/Clearlt

3 3 411.194 Analyzerlmol/C1•arOut¤utFi1a
9 1 3603.606 Analyzerlmnl/EnumaratsFi1es
1 1 _ 67.500 Analyzerimol/Enum•rataFi1es/AddEnum¤rating
1 1 39.302 Analyzerlmoi/ExecutiveProc
3 1 629.469 . Analyzerlmpl/Freekamebescrnptor

14 4 7249.634 Analyzerlmol/GenStats
4 3 713.118 Analyzerlmol/G•n•rateStats

17 3 13351.339 Analyzerlmol/Initializa
3 2 548.259 Ana1yzerIm¤1/Initializs/Claanup
6 1 5941.321 Analyzerlmol/Initializeirrors

11 1 17862.277 Analyzerlmol/Mak•Form
6 2 9980.321 Analyzarlmpl/MakeSHs

24 11 19261.224 Analyzerlmpl/Pr¤cessF11e
12 7 14610.231 Analyzerlmol/Pr¤cessFi1e/Cleanup-

3 3 431.754 Analyzerlmol/Run
32 25 91114.359 Analyz¤r1mp1/Runlt

_ 15 11 27547.445 Analyzerlmol/Runlt/8reaku¤Files
14 5 3848.032 Analyzerlmol/Unload

1 1 71.323 Ana1yz•r1mp1/U1n¤o~Out¤ut
15 1 12502.323 CMFilelm¤1

4 1 951.999 CHFi1e1m¤l/C1earMetFi1e
3 1 512.779 CHFi1elmo1/C1ose¤atFi1e
1 1 175.663 CMFi1eImp1/EOFMetFi1e
4 1 2143.400 CMFi1e1m¤T/GetMetRec
4 1 1367.700 CNFi1e1mo1/0¤•n¤etFi1e
2 1 533.290 CMF11•I¤p1/ResetMetFi1e

·. 2 1 479.541 CHFi1eIm¤1/Stor•¤•tR•c
27 1 5267.874 · CMStzts1mp1
22 2 31673.464 CMStats1m¤1/A11ocArrays

4 2 1796.011 CMS¤ats1¤¤1/Cisanuo .
4 1 917.552 CHStats1m¤1/Enc¤¤eNeuLine
1 1 284.282 CMStatsIm¤1/Encooevrute

16 3 26407.884 CHStatsImo1/Ma¤eNe¤No¤e
34 2 28923.259 CHS:zts1m¤1/Metlmoress

4 1 917.552 CHStats1m¤1/MetNe•L1ne
1 1 284.282 CMStats1m¤1/Meturwte

37 5 31019.351 CMS:ats1m¤1/Metr1cStats
8 2 1833.941 CMStatslm¤l/Outincooenap

29 3 25808.105 CHS:atsIm¤1/OutSort
49 28 192890.203 CMStats1m¤1/Overlao
35 16 81116.781 CM$tats1mpl/Ou1ckCC
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Z1 9 33310.777 C¤SLa:s1•¤l/Ouickfffort
Z1 9 35515.578 C¤Stats1m¤1/Ou1ckL0Cg3 10 60963.832 C¤S:a:s1n¤l/Outcxname
35 7 98389.132 C¥${l{S1¤pl/ROBGNOIFÜCS

l4l 1 240554.500 C¤S:a:;1m¤1/Szazslnoress4 1 917.552 CMS:a:s1m¤l/S:a:s~•«L1n¤
1 1 284.282 C¤S:azs1m¤1/Szatsurwra‘ 8 1 1589.004 Enco¤•1m¤l11 5 21177.693 Enco¤•Im¤1/O¤c¤deChar

15 3 22239.093 Encooelmol/Deccceld9 5 15213.844 Encooelmul/Enc:¤2Cnar14 3 26582.455 Encooelmul/Encoueld27 1 122436.335 Encodelmpl/1n1tEnc¤d•Tabla10 1 1821.996· Grammarg 4 1 1089.273 Grammar/Assign0escriptors
- 7 _ 1 382.378 Grammar/1n1tia11z•6 320 210 4862495.500 Grammar/Proc•ss0u•u•‘ 231 151 1970947.8ZS Grammar/Proc•ssOuau•Cont° 5 1 427.400 Halstaadlmpl

23 6 37898.492 Halsteadlmul/HsCom¤ut•
13 3 10600.215 Halstaadlmpl/HsC¤m¤ut•/HsFr••
11 3 19002.236 Halsteadlmol/Hsüumo

E 1 1913.293 halstaaulmal/Hslnzt
15 4 16419.607 Halstsadlmsl/Hs0¤¤ran¤lg 4 16419.507 Halszaadlmpl/HsOp•rac¤r4 1 313.584 ¤cCa¤¤Im¤l 2

5 2 3094.849 ¤cCa¤eim¤1/McCom¤ut211 1 59653.515 Nciaoalmol/Mcßump
1 1 802.894 Mciauelmpl/Mclncrzmsnt13 1 9252.550 ¤cCa¤e1m¤1/McIn1t96 1 157919.593 Parsarlmpl

19 12 36466.429 Parserlmol/Acczct15 6 25507.597 Parserlmul/Ac:O¤Stack10 1 7 11233.350 Parsarlmol/Ad¤L•af1 1 217.944 Parsarlmpl/Advance4 2 4598.145 Parserlmol/Allocato9 7 10718.255 Parsarlmol/ChsckTraa3 2 742.585 Parsurlmpl/Däscard12 2 5194.714 Pzrserlmol/0is¤layNo¤•1 2 233.022 Parsarlmol/Erase0ueue2 2 738.402 Parserlmol/ErasaStac¤20 10 29895.220 Parsarlmpl/Exist1ngConfiguraz1on6 3 8325.503 Parsarlmul/Expan¤Ou¤u•12 3 17530.996 Parserlmul/ExpandStacx
7 5 6001.291 Pars•r1m¤1/FincNoc¤2 3 2090.743 Parsar1m¤1/FreeRo¤List2 4 4213.928 ‘ Parsarlmul/GetNTEntry

32 12 72341.656 Parserlmul/Gro«Tree1 1 67.500 Parsarlmnl/1n¤utL¤c
2 1 1808.906 Parsurlmpl/Linkhasn
1 1 119.589 Parsnrlmol/NeuLine8 6 7728.919 Parserlmul/Nsxtkou 1 1 170 23 220572.203 Parsarlmol/Parse14 1 8044.816 Parsarlmpl/Parsalnit2 1 145.296 Pars•r1m¤1/Parsakeset14 8 22408.482Parsnrimpl/ParsaSte¤11 95.097 Pars•rIm¤1/Pars•rID60 29 175504.125 Pars•r1m¤1/Recover4 4 5148.029 Parsarlmpl/Rocoverlnput 120 10 38852.316 Parsnrlmpl/RigntScan19 6 23037.746 Pars•r1m¤1/Synxaxérror3 3 8990.488 Parserlmpl/Typ•Sym1 3 2 742.585 Parsurlmpl/Unüiscard4 1 713.656 Pars•rIm¤1/input

11 1 1465.634 Procnexricslmol5 1 4319.817 ProcNetr1cs1m¤1/PmDum¤7 2 9743.224 Prucuetrics1m¤J/PmG•tPr¤cNam•ZZ 8 51668.382 PPOCNIGPTCSIMDI/Pmlm¤PI$$1 1 553.801 Pr¤cMetr1csIm¤1/PmLines1 1 528.000 Procnerrvcslmol/Pm¤cCa¤• '
1 1 832.279 Pr¤cMetr1cs1mp1/PmO¤erand1 1 632.279 ProcMetr1cs1m¤1/Pmüoerator4 1 1631.699 ProcMetr1cs1m¤1/PmPo¤4 1 2049.399 Procnetricslmol/PmPusn '7 1 3482.928 Procnetrwcslmul/PmPusn/Pmlnlt57 1 55864.269 Scannerlmpl
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CNAna1yz•r.stats Z1-Jun·88 16:26:57 607

5 3 7494.709 Scannerlnol/A¤o•n¤D•c1m•1
3 3 7202.639 Scannnrlnul/Aooencnex
3 1 4383.412 S:znn•r1¤pl/A¤0•ncOc:a1
5 3 6696.540 'SCBNHIFIMD1/ÄDO|H¢TOSCI‘l

252 195 z4Z4798.000 Scannerlmal/Atou
_ 51 35 394474.718 Scannerlnol/Col7•CtN¤M¤•P

3 3 1391.486 Scannerimgl/Col1•ct~um¤•r/Accepg
3 1 1808.729 Scannerinul/EnterL1t

17 13 62963.359 Scannerlmul/Erroricntext 7
3 3 1787.488 Scann•rin¤l/Escaue
7 Z 6539.538 Scannerlmol/Exoancßuffer
7 4 3765.871 Scannerlmol/Fi118uff•r

_ 1 1 553.801 Scannerlmal/It•mHandl•T¤Str•am1n¤•x
1 Z 462.857 Scannerinul/N¤xtChar

11 4 8423.299 Scannnrimpl/ResetScanIn¤•x
13 11 33145.804 Scannerlnol/Scan0oc1ma1 ·

4 7 3588.635 Scannerlmul/ScanErrcr
29 19 127131.421 Scanner1¤¤1/ScanF1oat1ng
15 15 57726.308 Scannerlmol/ScanH¤x
21 2 10766.739 Scannerimpl/Scaninvt
13 11 33145.804 Scannerlmul/Scan0ctal
11 8 25323.830 Scannarlmo1/ScanOcta1Char

3 2 619.347 S::nner1m¤l/Scanäesat ‘

. 1 1 119.339 Scznnerlmul/Scanizacs
2 3 3273.318 5:annerim¤1/Val1c$ra::1on
4 1 325.131 U:é1s1m¤1

25 7 38278.235 Uti1s1m¤1/CardT¤S:r1ng
33 7 75960.078 U:i1s1m¤1/Rea1To5:r1ng

2 1 1162.287 Utilslmul/Strnnqicual
2 '· 1 1306.190 Uzilslmpl/Str1ngLess

Sort by LOC :

LOC CC EFFORT Procedure Name

320 210 4662495.500 Grammar/Pr¤cess0u•ua
252 196 z4Z4798.000 Scannerlnpl/Atom
231 151 1970947.625 Grammar/Pr¤cess0u•ueC¤n:
141 1 240554.500 CMS:azs1n¤1/Statslmpress

96 1 157919.593 Parserlmpl
70 23 220672.203 Parssrlmnl/Parse
60 29 175504.125 Parsarlmol/Recover
57 1 55864.269 Scannar1m¤1
51 35 294474.718 Scannarlmbl/Co11•ctNum¤er
49 28 192890.203 CMStats1¤¤1/0ver1a¤
37 5 31019.351 CMS:ats1n¤1/Metr1cStats
35 7 98389.132 CMStats1m¤1/ReadMetr1cs
35 16 81116.781 CMStats1m¤1/Qu1ckCC
34 1 27005.613 Analyzer1m¤1
34 2 28923.259 CMStats1m¤1/Metlmuress
33 7 75960.078 Utilslmul/Rea1TcStr1ng
32 12 72341.656 Parserlmol/Grou7ree
32 25 91114.359 Ana1yzer1mp1/Runlt
29 19 127131.421 Scannerlnul/ScanF1oating
29 3 25808.105 CMStats1¤¤1/0utSort
27 13 62963.859 Scannerlmul/Err¤rC¤ntext_ 27 1 5267.874 CHStats1n¤1 -
27 1 122436.335 Enc¤¤•1¤p1/In1t£nc¤deTab1e7 25 7 38278.285 Utilslmpl/CardT¤Str1n9
24 11 19261.224 Ana1yzer1mp1/Pr¤cessFi1e

«„ Z3 10 60963.832 CMS:ats1¤¤1/Ou1ckNam•
23 6 37698.492 Ha1stead1m¤1/Hstomouts ’
22 2 31673.464 CMStats1mp1/A11ocArrays
22 6 51668.382 Procnetricslmpl/PmIm¤ress
21 9 35515.578 CMStatslmp1/Ou1ckLOC
21 2 10766.739 Scannerlmal/ScanIn1t
21 _ 9 33310.777 CMStats1m¤1/Ouuckäffort
20 10 29695.220 Pars•r1m¤1/Ex1st1ngC¤nf1gurat7¤n
20 10 38852.316 Parsarlmbl/R1gn:Scan
19 12 36466.429 Parserlmol/Accent
19 6 23037.746 Parssrlmol/Syntaxirror
17 3 13351.339 Ana1yzer1m¤1/Inwtwaluze
16 6 25507.697 Parserlol/ActOnStacx
16 - 3 26407.884 CMStats1n¤1/Maxeheunooe
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1

15 1 12502.323 CMF11eIm¤1 l
15 lf 57726.308 Scanneringl/$canH•x
15 3 23339.093 Encoceimcl/Oecoceid
15 1117647.44515

4 16419.607 halstnadlnal/HsO¤•rand
15 4 16419.607 Halsreadlmol/Hs0¤eraxor
14 5 3843.032 4nalyzerIm¤1/Unload
14 3 26582.455 Encoceimol/Encoceld' 14 8 22408.482 Parsarimoi/Pars¢S:a¤
14 4 7249.534 Analyz•rfn¤1/GanS:ats
14 1 8044.816 Pars•r1¤¤I/Parsninut .

. 13 11 33145.804 Scann•rIn¤1/Scanbecimal‘ 13 11 33145.804 Scann•r1m¤1/Scanüctal
13 3 10600.215 Halsteadlmol/HsComput•/HsFree

J 13 1 9262.550 McCa¤e1¤¤l/Mclmt
12 3 17530.996 Parsarinol/Ex¤andStack
12 2 5194.714 Parserlmol/Dtsolayuoos
12 7 14610.231 Analyzarlmpl/Pr¤cessFila/C1•anUp
11 3 5190.876 Analyzerlmpl/Clearlt
11 3 19002.236 Halstnadlmul/Hs0um¤
11 4 8423.299 Scannerimol/ResetScan1n¤ex
1; 5 21177.533 —Enco¤•Im¤l/Oaca¤eCnar
11 1 1485.534 Pr::Ascr1c:1mc1

· 11 1 59551.515 ¤cCa¤a1m¤\/Mcüuno
11 8 25328.830 Scannerimul/S:an0cta1Char
11 _ 1 17852.277 Analyzarlmol/¤axeForm
10 1 1821.996 Grammar
10 7 11233.350 Parsarlmol/A¤dL•af

9 7 10718.255 Parsarlmol/Check1r¤e
9 1 3603.606 Analyzarlmol/Enum¢rat¤Fiias
9 5 16213.844 Encocalmol/Enc¤ceChar
8 2 1333.941 CMSua:sim¤1/0u:inc¤¤eMa¤
8 1 1589.004 Enc¤¤eI¤¤1
7 1 3482.928 Pr¤cMe¤r1cslm¤1{PmPush/Pmlnit
7 1 382.378 Grammar/Inxzualizo ’
7 5 ° 6001.291 Parserlnpl/Finduoce
7 2 9743.224 Procnatricslmol/PmGetPr¤cName
7 4 3765.871 Scannarlmol/Fi118uffar

_ 7 2 6539.538 Scannarlmul/Expandßuffer
6 3 8325.503Parssrlmul/Ex¤andOu¤u•6

2 9980.321 Analyzsrimul/MakeSHs
6 1 5941.321 Analyzsrlmol/Initwalizeérrors
6 6 7728.919 Parsarlmul/Naxzkou
5 1 427.400 Halstaadlmpl
5 3 6696.540 Scannerimol/A¤¤•ndTcSca1e
5 1 4319.817 Procnecricslmul/Pmüump
5 3 7494.709 5cann•r1m¤1/A¤¤andDec1ma1
5 Z 3094.849 Mctaoelmul/Mcßomuuts
5 1 1913.293 Halszsadlmpl/Hslnxt
4 1 326.231 'U:i1slm¤1
4 1 313.684 McCa¤e1m¤1
4 1 713.656 Parsarlmpl/input
4 Z 7202.639 Scannerlmul/A¤¤endHex
4 1 1089.273 Grammar/Asswgnüescruptors

‘
4 1 2049.399 ProcHetrics1m¤1/PmPus¤
4 1 1367.700 CMFi1e1¤¤1/0¤enMctFi1e
4 1 1681.699 Procnetricslmol/PmPop
4 1 4383.412 Scannurlmul/A¤¤endOCta]

· 4 Z 4598.145 Parserimul/A11ocat•
4 1 2143.400 CMFi1eIn¤1/Gezletkec
4 1 951.999 CMFi1a1¤¤1/C1earMetFi1e

.1 4 3 713.118 Analyz•r1mp1/G•nerateStats
4 2 1796.011 CHStats1m¤1/Cleanup
4 · 1 917.552 CMSxa:s1m¤1/S:a:s~•¤Lin•
4 1 917.552 CMStatsIn¤1/n•tNe«Line
4 4 5148.029 Parserlmol/R•c¤ver1n¤ut
4 7 3586.625 Scannerlmul/ScanError
4 1 917.552 CHStatsIm¤1/Enc¤¤eu•¤Line
3 2 742.585 Parserlmol/Unüiscard
3 3 411.194 Analyzerimol/C1e•r0ut¤uzFi1e
3 2 548.259 Analyzerimol/Inwtwalize/Cleanun” 3 2 742.585 Parsarlmcl/Dwscard
3 3 431.754 Analyzsrimol/Run
3 3 8990.468 Parsarlmul/Ty¤2Sym
3 2 619.347 Scannerlmul/ScanRcset
3 3 1787.488 Scannarimol/Escace
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° · c¤A«•1yz•r.suts 21-.1un-88 16:26:57 EOT 119 6 23037.746 Pars•rImo1/Syntaxfrror _6 6 7728.919 Parserlmol/N•z:Ro•14 5 3848.032 Analyz•rIm¤1/Unload11 5 21177.693 £nc¤¤a1m¤1/0ec¤¤•Cnar_ 9 5 16213.844 Enc¤¤•1m¤l/Encoa•Char37 5 31019.351 CMS:a:sIm¤I/M•:r1cS:azs‘ 7 5 6001.291 Parsurlmol/F+n¤No¤•1; 4 8423.299 Scannerlmn1/Rnsazscanlnoax7 4 3705.871 Sc:nn•r1m¤1/Fi118uff•r15 4 16419.807 halscnadlmol/Hs0¤•ra:or15 4 16419.607 Halszsadimol/Hs0¤•randZ 4 4213.928 Pars•rIm¤1/G•tNTEntry‘ 14 4 7249.634 Analyznrlmpl/G•nStItS _f 4 4 5148.029 Parsnrimol/R•c¤v•r1nput€
3 3 431.754 Analyz•rlmpl/Run1 4 3 713.118 Analyz•r1m¤1/G•n•rat•Stats. Z 3 2090.743 Parserimul/Fr••RouL1st5 3 6696.540 Scannnrlmol/App•ndT¤Sca1aI
Z 3 3273.918 Scannarlmol/Val1dFractu¤n5 3 7494.709 Scann•r1m¤1/Ap¤•nd0•c1ma1I

11 3 19002.236 Halstuadlmul/HsOum¤13 3 1Cö0C.Z15 Hal::aad1m¤1/Hstomsutn/HsFr0•11 3 5190.876 Analyzsrlmul/ClearltI 3 3 1787.488 Scannsrlmoi/Escape15 _ 3 20339.093 Encocelmol/Oecncaid3 3 8990.466 Parsarlmal/Typsiym14 3 25582.455 Encoceimol/Encocaid16 3 26407.884 CHSta:slm¤1/Ma¤eNe¤Nod•V 3 3 411.194 Analyznrimul/C1aar0ut:utFi1•I
17 3 13351.339 Analyzarlmol/1n1tia1iz•j 12 3 17530.996 Parsarlmul/Ex¤zncS:Ack_ 29 3 25608.105 CHSza::1m¤1/Ou:Sort{ 6 3_ 6325.503 Parsarlmol/Ex¤andOu•u•1 1 * 2 233.022 Parsarlmul/EraseOuau•1 2 2* 738.402 Parsarlmol/Eras•S:ac:i 12 2 5194.714 Parsarlmol/Displaykooe1 4 2 4598.145 Parserlmol/Allocata5 8 2 1833.941 CMStatslm¤1/Ou:E¤c¤d•Map1 34 2 28923.259 CMS:atsIm¤l/Mazlmursss1 ' * 4 2 1796.011 CMStats1m¤l/CleanupE . 3 2 548.259 Ana1yzar1mp1/Initializa/Claanu¤i 3 2 619.347 Scannsrimul/Scankesat1 6 2 9980.321 Analyzarlmol/MakeSHs1 5 Z 3094.849 McCa¤aIm¤1/McComput¤22 2 31673.464 CMSta:sImp1/A11ocArrays21 2 10786.739 Scannarlmol/Scanlnit' 3 2 742.585 Parsarlmul/D1scard3 2 742.585 Parsarlmul/Un01scard4 Z 7202.639 Scannsrlmul/Appendhax3 2 1391.486 Scannarlmpl/Col1ec:Mumber/Accept1 2 462.857 Scannarlmpl/NextCnar.7 2 6539.538 Scannarlmol/Expandßuffer_ 7 2 9743.224 Procuatricslmpl/PmGetPr¤cNam•1 10 1 1821.996 Grammar1 5 1 1913.293 Halstsadlmol/Hslnit1 5 1 427.400 Halstaadlmol1 7 1 382.378 Grammar/ln1t1a1iz•é 4 1 1089.273 GPBMIP/ÄSSTQHDOSCPÜPXOPS1 8 1 1589.004 Enc¤¤•1m¤1

1 13 1 9202.550 HcCa¤•1mp1/Mclnit1 1 1 802.894 ¤cCa¤e1m¤1/Mclncrement1 V 11 1 59853.515 McCa¤•1mpl/Mcüump1 4 1 313.684 McCa¤•1m¤l1 27 1 122436.335 Enc¤¤•1m¤l/Init£nc¤¤eTab1•1 27 1 5267.874 CHSta:s1mpl4 1 713.656 Parsarlmul/input14 1 8044.816 Parserimpl/Parselnit2 1 145.296 Parsarlmnl/ParseReset4 1 917.552 CMS:a:slm¤1/MetNeuLine __ _ _;„V _ 1_ . . *. .1. .. 1 284.282 CMS:a:sIm¤1/Metvrnzn ‘7”
1 1 67.500 Parserlmol/1n¤utLoc4 1 917.552 CH$tats1m¤l/Enc¤¤ahe¤L1ne1 1 284.282 CHStatslm¤l/Encouevrzte141 1 240554.500 CMSta:s1m¤1/Statslmuress1 1 95.097 Pars•rIm¤1/Parserlü4 1 917.552 CMS:at$lmp1/StatsNa•Lun•
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C¤An|lyz•r.st1tS 21•Jun·68 16:26:57 EDT

1 1 284.282 C¤Stats1¤¤1/StatsHr1t•
Z 1 1608.906 Pzrsarimol/Lxnnnasn
1 1 217.944 Fzrs•rim¤l/Acvancn
1 1 119.589 ·Pnrs•rInol/h•«L1n•

gg 1 157919.593 Parsnrlnol
1 1 632.279 Pr¤c¤•tr1cs1n¤1/Pm0¤•rator .
1 1 632.279 Pr¤c~•tr1csI¤¤1/Pm0¤erand
1 1 528.300 Pr¤c~e:r1cs1¤¤1/P¤¤c£a¤•
1 1 553.801 PPOC#I{?1CS2§ßl/PMLIHQS

15 1 125:2.323 c>4r11•1«•¤a
4 1 951.999 CHFile1¤¤l/CI•ar¤etFil•

_ 4 1 2143.400 CHF11•I¤pl/G•tM•tR•c
1 Z 1 479.541

1 1 175.663 CHF11•1n¤l/EOFM•tFi1• Q
Q Z 1 533.290 CMF11•1¤p1/R•s•tM•tFi1•

3 1 512.779 CMFi1•1¤¤1/C1¤seMctF11•
4 1 1367.700 CHF11•1npl/0p•nM•tFi1a

34 1 27005.613 Analyznrimul
. 7 1 3482.928 Pr¤cM•tr1csIm¤1/PmPush/Pm1n1t
r 4 1 2049.399 ProcM•tr1cs1m¤1/Pmßusn‘

6 1 5941.321 Ana1yz¤r1m¤1/1n1t1a11z•Err¤rs ‘
{ 4 1 1681.599 ProcMqtr1cslm¤1/PmP¤¤

1; 1 17353.177 Analyznrimol/Ha¤uFc·m
9 1 . 3603.:G5 Anaiyzurimal/EnumsrataFi1as
1 1 6T.5;0 Anaiyzurimol/Enum¤rat•F11as/Addinumaratnng

; 5 1 4319.317 Pracsutrwczlmcl/Pmüump
- -°11 1 1465.534 Pr¤c¤•tr1cs1n¤l
· 4 1 4383.412 Scann•r1¤¤1/Ap¤•nd0c:xl

2 1 1808.729 Scannurimol/Entsrtit
Ü 1 1 '119.589 Scannarinol/ScanS:a:s
{ 1 1 553.301 Scannarimol/It¤mnand\eT¤Str¤um1nd•x _

1 57 1 55664.259 Scannarinul
; 2 1 1162.287 Utnlslmol/Stringéaual
E 2 _ 1 1206.190 u:11s1m¤l/Scrsngtess
E 3 1 629.469 Analyzarlmpl/Freauame0escr1ptor
1 4 1 326.231 U:11sIm¤1
S 1 1 39.302 Ana1yz•r1n¤1/Execut1veProc
i · 1 1 71.323 Ana1yz•r1mpl/H1n¤¤¤0utput

_ Sort by Effort :

- LOC CC EFFORT Pr¤c•dur• Hann
320 210 4662495.50O Grammar/Proc•ss0u•u•

· 252 196 2424798.000 Scannarlmul/Atom
1 231 151 1970947.625 Granmar/Proc•ssOu•ueCont

51 35 294474.718 Scann•r1¤¤1/Co1loctüumuar
141 1 240554.500 Cxstatslnol/Statslmpress

70 23 220672.203 Parserlmol/Parse
49 28 192890.203 CMS:ats1m¤1/Ov•r1ap
60 29 175504.125 Parsarlmoi/R•c¤v•r _
96 1 157919.593 Parserlmbl
29 19 127131.421 Scann•r1mp1/ScanF1o•t1ng
27 1 122436.335 Enc¤¤•1¤¤l/1n1tEnc¤¤•Ta¤1e
35 7 98389.132 CMStats1¤¤1/Ren¤Metr1cs
32 ”25 91114.359 Ana1yz•r1¤¤1/Runlt
35 16 81116.781 CMStats1¤¤1/Ou1ckCC
33 7 75960.078 Ut11s1¤¤1/R••TT¤Str1ng ·32 12 72341.656 P¤rs•rI¤p1/Gro¤Tr••
27 13 62963.859 Scann•r1¤¤1/ErrorCont¤xt
23 10 60963.832 CHStats1•p1/Ou1ckNan•
11 1 59653.515 McCa¤•1¤¤1/Mcüump
15 15 57726.308 Scann•r1np1/Scanhux
57 1 55864.269 Scann•r1¤¤1
22 6 51868.382 Pr¤cMatr1csIm¤1/Pm1mprass20 10 38852.316 Parsarlmol/R1gntScan
25 7 38278.285 Ut11s1m¤1/CardT¤Str1ng

- - - - -M 21¢-«—- ~6 37698.492 1 Halstoadlnol/HsC¤mput¤ ’ " ‘ ‘ ‘ ’ ’ " ’ "' ’ ' C"
19 12 36466.429 Pnrserlmol/Accent
21 9 35515.578 CMStats1¤¤1/0u1ckL0C
Z1 9 33310.777 CMStats1m¤1/0u1ckEffort13 11 33145.804 Scann•rIm¤1/Scanüecnmal13 11 33145.804 Scannarlnol/ScanOcta1
22 2 31673,464 CMStats1¤¤1/A11ocArrays
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37 5 31019.351 CMStatsIn1/I•tr1cStatsgg 10 Z?6$5·ZZ¤ Parsarlmo1/&x1s:1ngConf1gur1t1¤n
34 2 28923.259 C¤Statx1•¤1/¤•z1m¤r•ss
15 11 27647-445 Ana1yg•p1n¤1/Runzz/8r•a¤u¤FiTus
34114

3 26582.455 Encooalmol/Encooeld_ 16 J Z¤4¤7-484 c¤sza;;1„g11¤g¤•«••~¤¤•gg 1 25508-105 CHS:ats1m¤l/Ouv.S¤rt
16 6 25507.397 Parsnrlncl/Act0nSzack
11 8 25328.330 S::nn•r1m¤l/Scan0c:a1Char
19 6 23037.746 Pars•r1m¤l/Syntaxérror
14 8 22408.482 Pars•rI¤¤l/Parse5t•¤
11 5 21177.693 £nc¤¤•1¤p1/0•c¤¤•Cnar '
15 3 20339.093 Enc¤¤•1np1/0•c¤¤•Id« 24 11 19261.224 Analyzarlmol/Procassfiia
11 3 19002.236 Halstaadimol/HsDum¤
11 1 17862.277 Analyzarlmul/Maknform
1Z 3 17530.996 Pars•r1mpI/Ex¤andS:ack_ 15 4 16419.607 Halstaadlmul/HsO¤•rat¤r
15 4 16419.607 Halstaadlmvl/Hs0¤•rand

9 5 16213.844 Encocaimol/Enc¤¤•Char
12 7 14510.231 Anaiyzerlmol/ProcassF11•/C1•anU¤
17 3 13351.339 Analyzarlmol/1n1:1al1z•

· 15 1 12502.323 CMFi1•lm¤1
10 7 11233.350 Farsarlmul/AddL¤af
21 2 10766.739 Scznnarlmol/Scanlnit

9 7 10718.255 Parserlmol/CheckTr••
13 3 10600.215 Halstuadlmul/H$C¤m¤ut•/HSFr!I

6 2 9980.321 Analyzarlmol/MaxaSHs
7 ‘ 2 9743.224 ProcHexr1csIm¤1/PmG•tPr¤cNama13 1 9262.550 McCa¤•1m¤1/Nclnvt
3 3 8990.468 Parsarlmpl/Ty¤¤Sym

11 ' 4 8423.299 Scannarlmpl/Resat$canInd•x6 ‘ 3 8325.503 Parsarlmpl/Ex¤ancOu•ua _14 1 8044.816 Parsarlmol/Parsalnit6 6 7728.919 Parsarlmpl/Noxzkou
5 3 7494.709 Scann•r1m¤1/A¤p•ndD•c1ma]14 4 7249.834 Ana1yz•r1mo1/G•nStats
4 2 7202.639 Scann•rIm¤1/App•n¤H•x
5 3 6696.540 Scannarlmul/A¤¤•ndT¤$ca1¤
7 2 6539.538 Scannarlmol/Exuandßuffer
7 5 6001.291 Pars¤r1m¤1/Fin¤No¤•_
6 1 5941.321 Analyzerlmul/Initualizaärrors

27 1 5267.874 CMSzats1m¤1
12 Z 5194.714 Pzrsarlmpl/Disolaynooe
11 3 5190.876 Ana1yz•r1m¤1/C7¤arlt

4 4 5148.029 Parsarlmul/Racovarinput
4 2 4598.145 Parsarlmol/Allocatn
4 1 4383.412 Scannarlmol/A¤¤•ndOcta15 1 4319.817 Pr¤cM•:r1csIm¤1/Pmßump
2 4 4213.928 Parsarlmpl/G•tNTEntry

14 5 3848.032 Ana1yz¤r1m¤1/Unload
7 4 3765.871 Scannarlmal/Fi118uffer
9 1 3603.606 Ana1yz•r1m¤1/Enum•rateFilas
4 7 3586.635 Scannerlmol/ScanErr¤r
7 1 3482.928 Pr¤cM•tr1cs1m¤1/PmPush/Pmlnit
2 3 3273.918 Scann•r1m¤1/Validfraction5 2 3094.849 McCa¤•1mp1/NcCom¤uxe
4 1 2143.400 CHF17¢lmp1/G•tH•tR•c
2 3 2090.743 Parsarlmpl/Fre•R¤•List4 1 2049.399 Pr¤cM•:r1cs1m¤1/PmPusn.\ 5 1 1913.293 Halstaadlmul/Hslnit8 V 2 1833.941 CHSta:s1mpl/0utEnc¤¤•Map10 1 1821.996 Grammar
2 1 1808.729 Scannarlmal/EntarL1t ·4 Z 1796.011 CMS:ats1m¤1/C1eanu¤3 3 1787.488 Scannarlmpl/Esca¤•4 1 1681.699 Procletrscslnol/PmPop2 1 1608.906 Parsarlmul/Linkhasn8 1 1589.004 Encoaalmpl11 1 1465.634 Procuetrncslmal3 2 1391.486 Scannarlmul/C¤11ectNum¤¤r/Accept4 1 1367.700 CHFi1e1m¤l/O¤•n¤¤:Fi1e2 1 1306.190 U:11s1m¤1/Str1ngL•ss2 1 1162.287 Uti7slm¤7/Strwngänual4 ‘ 1 1089.273 Granmar/Assvgnßescrnpzors
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4 1 951.999 CHF11•Im¤1/C1••r¤•tFi1•
4 1 917.552 C¥SraLs1¤¤1/Enc¤¤•«•«L1n•
1 1 917.552 CMSzats1n¤1/¤•th•«L1n•
4 1 917.552 ·C¤Stats1n¤1/StaLsh•¤L1n•
1 1 802.894 McCa¤•1•¤1/¤c1ncr•m•nt
3 2 742.585 Pars•r1n¤1/Dwscaru
3 2 ’ 742.585 Parserlmul/Un01scard
Z Z 738.402 Parsarlmol/Eras•S:ack
4 1 713.856 Pars¤rIn¤1/1n¤u:
4 3 713.118 Analyzerlmol/Gen•r¤:zSta:s
1 1 632.279 Proclntrncslma1/Pm0p•rand’
1 1 632.279 Procnntricslmpl/Pm0p•rat¤r
3 1 629.469 Analyzurlnnl/Fr••MameD•scr1ptor .
3 2 619.347 Scann•r1mp1/ScanR•s•t
1 1 553.801 ProcM•tr1cs1m¤1/PmL1n•s
1 1 553.801 Scanncrlmol/1:•mHand1•T¤Str••mIn¤•x
3 2 548.259 Analyzorlmol/1n1t1a11z•/Claanup
z 1 533.290 CHF11¤1mpl/R•s•tMetFi1•
1 1 528.000 ProcM•tr1cs1m¤1/PmAcCa¤•
3 1 512.779 CMF11•Imp1/C1¤s•M•tFi1e
z 1 479.541 CMF11e1m¤1/S:¤r¤M•tRac
1 Z 462.857 Scann•r1m¤1/NextCh¤r
3 3 431.754 Anaiyzarlmul/Run

· 5 1 427.400 Halszazdlmol
3 3 411.194 Analyzerimol/C1•¤r0u:pu:Fi1•
7 1 382.378 Grammar/1n1:1411z•
4 1 326.231 Utwlslmul
4 1 313.684 NCCa¤•1mpl
1 1 284.282 CHS:ats1m¤1/Statsvritn
1 1 284.282 CMSta:s1m¤1/Enc¤¤avr1:•'1 1 284.232 CHS:atslm¤1/Mstwrnte
1 2 233.022 Parsarlmpl/ErasaOu•u•
1 1 217.944 Parsarlmul/Acvancn
1 1 175.663 CHFi1¤1mp1/EOFM¤tF11•
2 1 145.296 Parserlmol/P¤rs•Rasat
1 1 119.589 _ Parssrlmpl/N•«L1n•
1 1 119.589 Scannerlmpl/ScanS:ats
1 1 95.097 Parserlmpl/Parserlb
1 1 71.323 Ana1yz•r1m¤l/V1n¤ov0ut¤ut
1 1 67.500 Analyzarlmpl/Enum•rat¤F11es/Addénumsrating
1 p 1 67.500 Parsarlmpl/InputL¤c
1 1 39.302
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···— lntroduCtlO¤ tt": " ‘”“—"‘ " ’ ‘ t tt: · ‘ ‘ " ‘ ‘ " ‘Q

T1-te Mesa Code Metrics Analyzer computes software quality metrics for arpitraryMesa source czoe ‘-·«'n_i:n rnczcate zne level ot complexity ofthe software. Thx: satacan oe usec to tcentiry highly error—prone cooe, and theretore indicate whereredesign and testing ettorts should be concentrated.
The metrics calculated using this tool are Lines of Code, Halstead's Software Scienceindicators (specitically Erfort), and McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity metric. These_ metrics are calculated for each procedure in the analyzed software.
Once data has been collected across a set of procedures, a statistical report can be_ generated to asslst the metrics interpretation. Sorts are perrormed for each metrlc,· anc overiaps are cpmputed to indicate the set ot procedure: tnat are consideredQ most complex by cerain compinations ottne metrics. The average, standardoeviation, min and max are also computed tor each metrsc.
Additionally, this tool can create data files containing the metrics information· which are readapie by another metrics analysis tool currently residihg at Virginiag recn. This cata can pe encoded to protect any proprietary information.I This document is designed to asslst the user of the Mesa Code Metrics Analyzer ingenerating and interpreting the metrics data.

See the Mesa Code Metrics Analyzer Implementation Guide for additionalintonnation on the internal makeup, techniques, and data structures used in theanalyzer. ·· ‘

l lnput

; The following information is used as lnputto the Mesa Code Metrics Analyzer:
Mesa Source Code

.The source code analyzed is assumed to be syntactically correct, although the. analyzerwlll detect syntax errors and abort processing. Any Mesa source cooeQ may be processed, including definitions files, but metrics are only calculated torexecutaole proceoures. The input file names are listed in the form subwinooyv of
‘ the Mesa Cooe Metrics Analyzer tool and may be specmed using lists, wildcard; characters, or by using ToolDriver. . .

Statistical Processing Constraints
l

Parameters controlling the statistical and additional reports are specified in theform SUDWIVIOOW of the tool. They include:
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__ _ 1) a nurneric indicating the oercentage oftdtal prdcedures that should be.-_ -_..-. conszdered when computing the overlap QT ÜIQÜIY complex procedures across
the metrics, ' ' I ° I ‘I‘ " ‘

2) a flag indicating if the additional data file for the Virginia Tech rnetrics
anaiyzer should be created, and

3) a flag indicating if the output data should be encoded to protect proprietary
information.

I A complete explanation of the form subwindow fields which control the input and‘ processing of the Mesa Code Metrics Analyzer is given below.

Output ·

The following output files are generated py the Mesa Code Metrics Analyzer: °

CodeMetrics.data
I This binah: File contains the raw metrics data for each procedure analyzed. ltserves as ir aut to the statistical report generating software. The data for each

file as processed is appended to this file until cleared py the Clear! command.
Once cleared, the data is destroyed. lf further analysis is desired on IRQ currentset OT procedures, this file should be renamed or moved oft the search patr. prior
to executing the Clear! command.

I CodeMetrics.stats

This file contains the statistical report generated to asslst in the interpretation of
* the metrlc data. This file is generated as a result OT executing the Stats!
I command. A complete explanation OT the report is given in the following
j section.
¥ Codel‘v'letri¤.out

I lf the Backend Output boolean field is set in the form subvvindow of the tool
I when the Stats! command is executed, this file will be generated. lt contains IDE
I code metrics data in a text format which is readable by another metrics analysis
I tool currently residing at Virginia Tech. This file should not be generated if the
I data is not to be processed by the othertool.
I I

CodeMetrlrs.encode II
I lfthe Encode boolean field ls set when the Stats! command is executed, all
I PTOCEGUTE names in the text output files will be EUCDOEÖ to protect proprietary .= IVITOTTTWEIION. In addition, this file will be generated. lt contains a listing OTTDE

encoded procedure aliases in alphabetical order and their correct names.
EVICOOIDQ should be done only if the data is to be further analyzed off site or py
non·cleared personnel. This file will then assist in mappihg the encoded analysispack to the proper software.
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CMAnaly:er.Log __ _ _ _ 4 _ ·_____ ___ _ 4
l

This file contains a log of the processing of the Mesa Code Metrics Analyzer tool.
Processing information is also output IO the tool's file suowihddw.

The Nletrics Statistics Report

i Executing the Stats! command in the form subwihdow creates the text file
CodeMetrics.stats which contains a Statistical report of the metncs data currently
stored in Cddervletrics.data. The analysis is dased onthe Lines of Code (LOC),
He:steed’s Effoz, and li/icCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity metrlc:. The repon is
separated into TJTVEE sections.

The first section gives an average, standard deviatidn, minimum and maximum
values for each of the metrics. lt also reports the total numoer OT procedures that
are considered in the Statistical analysis.

The second section reports the procedures which overlap some td: percentage of
the highly complex procedures in various comoinations of the metrics. The overlaps
are computed by sorting the procedures by GECD OT the l’Tl€IVlG, then considering

_ only a certain percentage df the data as specified in the Percent Overlap field of the
i TOVFTI subwihdow. Of this percentage, lists OT procedures are constructed which i

Z appear in the highest values of all metrics, and OT any combination of two metrics.

For example, if the Percent Overlap field contained the value SO, the top half df the
l procedures in each of the metrlc are compared and four lists are reported: a list of

the procedures who appeared in the top half OT all three metrlc, the procedures
who appear in the top half of only LOC and Cyclomatic Complexity, the procedures
who appear in the top half of only LOC and Effort, and finally the procedures who
appear in the top half OT only Cyclomatic Complexity and Enort.

The third section contains four sorts of all procedures. The data is sorted by
procedure name and dy each of the three metrlc:.

Any time a list of procedures is given in the report, the associated metrlc values are
Supplied as well.

i I

Analyzer Tool Fields _

The following are the fields in the forrh subwihdow of the Code Metrics. Analyzer
WHICTI control its operation:

Mesa Source Files:
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i This field accepts the file or files of Mesa source code to be analyzed. Files may__ be specified using LISZSEHÖ/‘OFWllCCEfCS. An extension of .mesa is assumed if ___ __hohe is QTOVIOGÖ.

Go! _
This command item oeéorms the source code analysis on the files specified in {716Mesa Source Files fleic. LOC, HEISIEEC, and Mciaoe metrics are caiculated foreach procedure in the SD€ClTl€d files. The analysis data of each run is appendedto any previous results since the last Clear! execution. Only raw data is- generated with this command; no reports are created. The metric data is stored. ln the binary file CodeMetric.data.

j Stats!
, This command oeéorms a statistical analysis on the metrics data generated byr the source ·cooe analysis (Go! command). The jeooh is written to the text filei Codei'~.ietrics.stats. A comoiete exolanation or the reo trt is given in U19 previousj section. Each execution OT Stats! overwrltes any prevlc us reoon.

Clear!

Execution of Clear! rernoves all data previousiy generated by the source codeanalysis stored in CodeMetrics.data. The data file sncuo be saved lü E!'lOT,i'l·2F fileor removed from the search path DVIOVIO executlng Clear! IT that analysis will DEneeded ln the future.
Perceht Overlap =

This field accepts a numeric indicating the percentage of the total number of‘ analyzed procedures that are considered when computing the overlap betweenTHE highly complex procedures. This field only afrects the execution OT the Stats!command. lf the field contains a value that is less than one or greaterthan 100, avalue of 100 percent IS used. This field oefaults to 10 percent.
BackEnd Output

This boolean item only affevs the execution ofthe Stats! command. lf the flag isset when Stats! is run, a text data file is created which serves as input to abackend metric analysis tool. The data file IS called CodeMetrlc.out and wlllrewrite any old data in the file. This field oefaults to false.
Encode

Similar to the Backänd Output field, this boolean item only effects the execution; GT the Stats! command. lf it is set when Stats! lS executed, then any module andE procedure names are encoded in the statistic output report and in the backend; data Tllé. Also, this flag will cause another text TIÜE to be created, calledCooeMetrlc.encode, which lists the procedure names in normal and encodedform in alphabetical order by alias. This field Ö€T3UlT$ to false.
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Restrictions and Limitatiohs
Several restrlctions currently exist ih the Mesa Code Metrics Analyzer. They arelisted below.
7) The source code aha?yzed must be syhtaclcally valid. The analyzer will abortprocessing on the rirst syntax error oetecteo.
2) To statistically analyze groups of source code procedures at various hierarchiallevels without having to reanalyze the source cooe, the smallest groups must beanalyzed (saving the data), then manually BDDQDÖEÖ together to form largergroups which can then be analyzed.
3) Thelargest group of procedures which can be processed in one analysis is limited

u
oy tne arr.-ount CT available memory on ZVl€ worlcstation.

3) Executing the Clear! command destroys all data in the current data file. The datafile must oe renamed or moved ctt the search {DEIN if it will be needed in thei future.

i . •·
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INTERFACE ·
U EXPORTED BY

ProcMetrics.mesa ProcMetricslmpl.mesa _ l
l-Ials·teadImpl.mesa
McCabeImpl.mesa
Cl\/IStatsImpl.mesa

Utils.mesa » ° Utilslmpl.mesa .
1 Encodelmplmesa
3 CMFileImol.mesa
; · Analyzerlmplmesa

Parser.mesa Parserlmpl.mesa
3 Scannerlmplmesa - *l Grammar.mesa
II
I Configuration File: CMAnalyzer.config
I
l Executable Image: CMAnalyzer.bcd

i DF File: CMAnalyzer.df
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Module Descriptions

Thefollowing are the modules which make up the Mesa Code Metrics Analyzer:
ProcMetricslmpl.mesa

.
This file contains the high level metrics data collection routines. As the Mesagrammar is perused while parsing the source file, calls are made to theserdutines to collect the appropriate information that will eventually yield theLOC, Halstead’s effort, and McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity metrics. Theserdutines rely heavily on the lower level collection procedures inl—lalsteadlmpl.mesa and McCabelmpl.mesa. Also included in this file is theroutine which caiculates a procedures metrics once the data has been collectedand writes it to the oihary data file CodaMetrics.:;ata. The mz:- e is exponez. toProcMetrics.mesa.

Haistaadlrnpl.mesa
The rdutines in this file collect the information necessary to calculate theHaistead Software Science indicators, specifically lists of unique cderators ENO,operands in the code. These rdutines are called by the higher level controlrdutines in Procl\/letricslmpl.mesa. This module is exported to ProcMetrics.mesa.

McCabelmpl.mesa
The TOUtlNESlT1 this file colle: the information necessary to calculate McCabe’sj Cyclomatic Complexity metric, specifically THQ count OT decision points in theY code. These rdutines are called by the higher level control rdutines inY ProcMetricslmpl.mesa. This module_is EXDOVIEO to ProcMetrics.mesa.

° CMStatslmpl.me.sa
= This module controls all processing performed when the Stats! command isj executed. This processing includes the generation dfthe statistical report of the1 data currently residing in CodeMetrics.data. Also,the GEIE file CodeMetrics.out, is created if the Backend Output flag is set in the form subwindow. All output isg encoded if the boolean item Encode in in the form supwinoow is set. Theg processing for the statistical report generation make up the ma_iority of VOUTIFIQSä in this file, including procedures to sort and calculate overlaps of the highestmetric indicators. The main data structures used in this file are described below.lhlS module is exponed to Procl\/letri6.mesa.

Ehcodelmpl.mesa

This file contains the rdutines which encode idehtifier names in order to protectproprietary information. The encoding keys and mapping techniques used areOESCTIDEÖ in this module. This module is exported to Utils.mesa.
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This module contains utility routihes used throughout the analyzer as needed.
This module is exported to UIllS.fTl€SE. -

CMFilelmpl.mesa

This üle contains the routihes which control the ihtermediate metrics data file _
. CodeMetrics.data. The data file ls binary, and stores one record for each

2 procedure analyzed. The record contains the essential metrics data and the
procedure's name stored as a packed array of characters. As procedures are
analyzed, their information IS appended to the existing data in the data file. The
Clear! ISYTTTTTEVTÖ cestroys all information in this file, essentially providing the
usera clean sxate to begin a new 5öICl'l OT processing. -l-l’llS module is exported to
UIllS.l’Tl€Sä.

Parserlmpl.rnesa
This module is a modified versicn of the pamer used by the Mesa cornpiier. lt has
been modified to maintain a circular stack OT ldentifiers used in the metrics
analysis. This file controls the parsing of the input source code. All input is
assumed to oe syntactically correct, although the parser will GEIECZ syntax errors
and aoort processing. This module is exported to Parsehmesa

Scanherlmpl.mesa .

This file is a modified version of the lexical analyzer used by the Mesa comoiler.
lts VOUTIDES are used in coniunction with the parserto return the lT'lÖlVlOU8l
language tokens. lt has been modified very little. This module ls exported to2 Parsehmesa. .

2 Grammar.r·hesa
A This file contains the Mesa grammar specification, and serves as input to the
A Parser Generator System (PGS) which creates the LALR tables used by the parser.
; AISO, THE routihes are set UD such that code IS executed after each production in
i the procedure is reduced. This code is primarily calls to the routihes in
E Proclx/letric5.lmpl.mesa which gather the appropriate metrics data. As each.

procedure is exited, the data for that procedure lS processed and the metrics
data IS appended to C¤cieMetrics.data. This module is expo rted to Parsenrhesa.

Analyzerlmpl.mesa
This module creates the actual analyzertool itself, sets up the variables _
associated with the Tl€lC1S of the form supwindow, and calls the appropriate
FQUTIUES as commands are executed. lt is the module started when the analyzer
lS invoxed. This module exports data to Utils.mesa.

>
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Analyzer Tool Fields

The following are the fields in the form subwindow of the Code Metrics Analyzer_ which control its operation:
Mesa Source Files: Ä

E
This held accepts the file or files of Mesa source code to be analyzed. Files maybe specified using lists and/orwildcards. An extension of .mesa is assumed if° none is provided. '

Go!
This command item performs the source code analysis on the files specified in theMesa Source Files field. LOC, 1-lalstead, and McCÄabe metrics are caiculated foreacn procedure in the specified files. The analysis data of each run is appehdedto any previous results since the last Clear! execution. Only raw data isgenerate: witn this command; no reports are created. The metrics data is storedin the pinary file CodeMetri6.data.
This command executes the procedure Run in Analyzerlmplmesa. The Ä
OVOCEOUTE detaches a process to perform the analysis. The processing speed ofthe analysis opviously depends on the number OT procedures analyzed and theirrelative size. Processing an average file often procedures can take between fiveseconds and two minutes.

Stats! - · —
This command performs a statistical analysis on the metrics data generated bythe source code analysis (Go! command). The report is written to the text fileCodeMetrics.stats. A complete explanatioh ofthe report is given in the MesaCode Metrics Analyzer Llser's Guide. Each execution OT Stats! overwrites anyprevious repon.

; This command executes the procedure GenerateStats in Analyzerlmpl.mesa. Thef procedure detaches a process to perform the statistical report generation. TheÄ processing speed ofthis function depends on the amount OT data inCooeMetrics-data and the percent overlap specified. To generate a report forÄ 800 procedures with ten percent overlap takes ten to TIHEQO minutes. _

; Clear!1
Execution of Clear! removes all data prevlously generated by the source codeanalysis stored in CodeMetrics.data. The data file should be saved in another fileor removed from the search path prior to executihg Clear! 1T {BBT analysis will beneeded in the future.
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Thiscommand executes tne procedure ClearlVletData in Analyzerlmpl.mesa. The_,___ __ OVOQCUVE detaches a process to perform the clearing TUOCIIOQ. The processing
takzsoniy a few seconds, no matter how much information is in the data file. ° S"

PercentOveriaj: =
Thisüeld accepts a numeric ihdicating the percentage of the total number ofainaryzed procedures that are considered when computing the overlap between
the highly complex procedures. This field only ETTECIS the execution ofthe Stats!
command. lf the field contains a value that is less than one or greater than 100, a
value of 100 percent is used. This field defaults to ten percent.

BackEnd Output
This boolean item only affects the execution ofthe Stats! command. lf the flag isset vvnen Stats! is run, a text data file is crerted which serves as input tp a
DECKCNÖ metrics analysis tool. The data Tlii 25 called CodeMetrics.out and will
rewme any oid data in the file. This field cefaults to false.

Encpde
Siinilarto the Backind Output field, this boolean item only affecc the execution
GT the Stats! command. It it is set when Stats! is executed, then any module and
OVOCECUVE names are encoded in the statistic output report and in the backendGEZ; file. Also, this flag will cause anothertext file to be created, calledC.OO€iVl€ITlCS.E¤COd€, which lists the procedure names in normal and encoded
form in alphabetical order by alias. This field defaults to false.

MEIN Üöfä SUUCTUVES .

Several fundamental data structures are used to collect, process and statistically
analyze IDE metric data. These are ÖQSCTIDEÖ below:

I METRICS COLLECTION

pmdefined: ProcI\/letriclmpl.mesa ,
used: Grammanmesa, ProcNletriclmpl.mesa, l-lalsteadlmpl.mesa,I l\/IcCabelmpl.mesa
pm is a record of procedure metric data, used laterto calculate the complete
metric values. lt contains a procedure name, a lines of code count, two lists of
unique operators and operands with associated counts, and counts of decisionpoints encountered. The lists of operators and operands are used to calculate
the r-lalstead metnc, and the decision counts are used for Iv1cCabe's Cyclomatic
Cdmplexity. Each pm record stores only one procedure's data.
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__ pn·:Stack__ _ _ _ ____,_ _ C

defined: Procfvet-icslrnol.mesa
used; G.·ammar.r.esa,ProcMetrlcsirr.:¤l.rnesa

This str; :ture is a simple array and is used as a stack of the pm records so that
nested {JVOCEOUVES can be handled properly. As a new procedure is entered, the
current pm recoro IS pusned on the stack and a new one initialized. The full path
name OT a given procedure is obtained from all pm records on the pm stack.

STATISTICAL ANALYSlS

metL.ist

defined: CMStatslrhpl.rnesa
used: Cit/lStatslmpl.rnesa
metList is a linked list of records containing the complete metrics values for the
QVOCECUVES to be analyzed. The data is read from the binary data file
CodeMetric.s.data. The name in each node OT the list is the name of the
procedure, and is encooed if the Encode ooolean item is set in the form
§UDWlT\OOW OT the analyzertool. This list serves as a organization of the metrics
information prior to being stattstically analyzed.

nameSort, locSort, ccSort, effortSort

defined: CMStatslmpl.mesa
used: CMStatslmpl.mesa ,
Each ofthese structures are unique Mesa sequences containing pointers to the

j nodes in metList. They are used to sort the metrics information by procedure
name, Lines of Code, Cyclomatic Complexity, and l-lalstead's ETTOÜ, resoectively.
Using sequences of pointers allows the data to be stored only once and still allow
the sorting to be completely perforrned on all criteria. Also, the sorting process
only needs to swap pointers using this method.

olapall, olaplc, olaple, olapce __

defined: CMStatslmpl.mesa
used: CMStatslmpl.mesa

Similarto the sorting sequences, these sequences are used to store pointers to
the nodes in metList. The procedures indicated in each of these sequences
represents THQ overlap calculations of the highest methcs values of all three
metrics, LOC / CC, LOC/ Erfort, and CC / Effort, respemively. These sequences are
sorted py procedure name prior to outputto the statistical report file.
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The following pages contain the statistical evaluation of the regression
equations considered for models to predict errors at the module level. The R-
squared and Mean Squared Error (MSE) values are given in the first two
matrices. The column titled PARAMETER ESTIMATE are the coefficients for the
variables in the equation. The equations were deliberatly calculated without
an intercept to be consistent with the semantics of the analysis. The actual
and predicted values for each observation are given in the following matrix.

The equations presented in chapter 4 were chosen from this set of
analyzed equations. Choices were made by considering the equations with the

E

best evaluatory statistics and how well each predicted actual errors.
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